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Our new Ladies' Furnishings Department is now open for business. The opening on
Wednesday was a decided success. Heretofore we could only furnish the man and
boy. Now we can dress the whole family. New goods are coming in on every train
and our selections, we think, are the best on the market. Be sure and see our new
spring goods before buying.

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Gompany.
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS

GEESE CAN BE MADE PROFITABLE

ON

1
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Time It! In five minutes all stomach
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1
j

distress will go. No indigestion, heartburn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Tape's Diapepsin is noted for Its
speed In regulating upset stomachs.
It is the surest, quickest and most certain indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides It is harmless.
Please for your sake, got a large

of rape's Diapepsin
from any store and put your stomuch
right Don't keep on being miserable-l- ife
Is too short you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you like and digest it;
it without dread of rebellion In
tho stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin belongs In your
for Average Farm Conditions.
home anyway. Should one of the famof 48 hours, and Is alive and strug- ily eat something which don't agree
gling, the entire end of the shell (en- with them, or In case of an attack of
gastritis or
closing the head and neck) should bo Indigestion, dyspepsia,
stomach derangement at daytime or
removed.
Don't leave goslings in the nest during the night, it is handy to give
long after they are hatched.
They the quickest relief known. Adv.
get restless and so does the hen. They
Some Going.
begin to shift about. If the nest is
Mrs. Styles, from the tonnenu of
some distance from the floor they are
her automobile I wish you wouldn't
liable to full out and get killed.
Then, besides, the hen Is very apt to go so fast over the rough places, Jencrush the little things to death if she kins; you nearly pitched me out a minhappens to change her position. There- ute ago.
Jenkins Why dou't you hold on to
fore tho safe plan Is to warm a flannel cloth, line a basket or box with it, your husband, ma'am?
"My husband? Goodness! He went
put the goslings In as soon as they
are dry, and placo behind the stove out ten minutes ago, Jenkins!"
or wherever they will be comfortable.
DRINK LOTS OF WATER
Do not cover too closely, lest they
smother.
TO FLUSH THE KIDNEYS
Our geese usually begin laying In
February.
We never save the flrat Eat Less Meat and Take Salts for
eggs laid, because the weather is alBackache or Bladder Trouble-Neutr- alize
ways so cold that they are sure to
Acids.
liavo been chilled In the nest.
we do not think it wlBe to set
Uric acid In meat excites the kidgoose eggs too early in the season. If neys;
they become overworked; get
subgrass
they hatch before
comes a
sluggish, ache, and feel like lumps of
stitute must be provided. They must lead. The urine becomes cloudy; the
have something green.
bladder is Irritated, and you may be
Geese should never bo picked in the obliged to
seek relief two or
winter or during the laying season. times during the night. When thethree
kidThey cannot make eggs and grow neys
clog you must help them flush
feathers at the same time, and eggs off the body's urinous waste or you'll
are more valuable than feathers, al- be
sick person shortly. At first
though the latter bring from 45 to 75 youa real
a
feel
dull misery in the kidney
cents a pound, according to color and
region, you suffer from backache, sick
quality.
headache, dizziness, stomach gets sour,
Goose eggs for hatching sometimes tongue
coated and you feel rheumatlo
sell for CO cents each. We have none
twinges when the weather is bad.
for sale. Stock geese at this time of
Eat less meat, drink lots of water;
year cost from $7 to S15 per pair. ExalBo get from any pharmacist .four
even
tra fine birds cannot often be had
ounces of Jad Suits; take a
at these prices.
in a glass of water before
There are several different kinds of
geese in this country, all of which breakfast for a few days and your
fahave one or more good qualities. Even kidneys will then act fine. This
mous salts Is made from the acid of
grapes and lemon juice, combined
-- "
"
with llthla, and has been UBed for
I generations to clean clogged kidneys
and stimulate them to normal activity,
also to neutralize tho acids in urine,
so it no longer Is a source of irritation, thus ending bladder weakness.
Jad Salts is Inexpensive, cunnot Injure; makes a delightful effervescent
lithla-wate- r
drink which everyone
should take now and then to keep the
kidneys clean and active. Druggists
here say they sell lots of Jad Salts to
folks who believe In overcoming kidney trouble while It Is only trouble.
.... -

fifty-cen-

t

.Haw"

'

illy ANNA QALIOIIER.)
In si It'1 of the fnct that geese bring
less by thu pound than any other poul-

try, they oro profitable because it
lukcB H sri grain and lesa work to
briiiK a kos( to marketable size than
is required by any other fowl.
If there la no danger from hawks
or wild animals one can usually count
on rnlslng nil tho goslings hatched.
They arc never troubled with lira,
gapes or oilier diseases that kill thousands of c'Urks every year.
In fact, they will live and thrive If
This
they only get half a chance.
means that tliey should not be housed
r fed with other poultry.
Oeese eat very slowly as compnred
v.l(li oilier fouls, and beBlde there are
several kimla of feed which are not
Bulled to their needs.
Tor Instance, the commercial "chick-feed.- "
whole wheat, cracked com, etc.
Goslings will not thrive on any of
these. What they need Is plenty of
tender gruss from the start and a
little ground feed once or twice a day.
During, tlio first few days after
hatching they Bhould be fed stale
bread, moistened In sweet skim milk
or water, four times a day.
After they begin to eat graBS with
apparent relish they need very little
other feed until old enough to fatten
for the market.
A good grain ration for growing
pollings is composed of equal parts
eoiiiineul, oatmeal and bran, moistened in Bkim milk.

This should not be fed oftener than
twice a day, and If there Is plenty of
pasture a llttlo of the above mixture
given In the morning will be sufficient.
They will All themselves so full of
grass during the day that when they
come In at night they are nearly ready
to burst, or at least they appear to bo,
for often they are full to tlio throat.
A very Important part of the gosling's diet Is Band. They must have It
several times a day; but it should
not. bo mixed with the food.
Itetter have It placed where they
have access to It all the time.
Gravel will not do. It must be
coarse, sharp sand, liroken sandstone
will do very well.
A gosling never will have bowel
trouble If plenty of sand is provided,
unless there Is something wrong with
nhe feed. Never allow the feed to ferment. In the hot weather It Is apt
to sour If nllowed to stand from one
meal to another.
Sour feed will cause convulsions In
, jslinqs and young ducks.
(loose epjis require from 28 to 32
dnys to hatch, according to the variety
cud met!, ml of hatching.
They require less time
when
hatched under geese than In any other way. but a goose makes a very poor
mother.
They are nearly always cross and
will sometimes pick the goslings out
of the shell before they are ready to
hatch. Therefore It is best to use
Inrge chicken hens for hatching goslings.
Small hens cannot keep thn eggs
warm enough. Goose eggs require a
little more warmth than some other
kinds of eggs.
For this very reason It is not advisable to give a hen more than she
can cover without spreading her wings.
Seven goose eggs are enough for a
large hen.
When the goslings begin to hatch
lliey should be closely watched. Very
often they need a little help. The
shell and lining of a goose egg are
Very strong and sometimes the goslings cannot break through.
About the time they begin to pip
the eggs should be dipped in water
heated to iOO degrees F.
Take the eggs from under the hen,
one by cue, and replace as soon as
moistened.
Sometimes the eggs will be pipped
for a long time before the goslings
w ill come out.
Don't be In too gTeat a hurry in getting the goslings out of the shells;
they are not ready to come out as the
hell Is pipped, but see that there Is
a, small opeuiug to admit air.
It sometimes happens that while the
shell is pipped the lining still remains

f

tablo-spoonf-

Adv.

White Chinese Geese.

the old gray r.nd white variety, which
are no larger than a I'ekin duck,
have their good qualities.
They are pood layers and are easy
to pick. All the large geese are difficult to pick.
However, it pays to keep the Improved varieties of geese. Tho smallest and most beautiful of the goose
family is the China.
The Urown China and the White
China geese are exactly alike, except
in color. They are excellent layers
and their feathers are or the very
,
finest quality.
The African is larger though lesa
popular on account of the peculiar formation of the bead. Some markets
refuse to handle the African geese.
The Embden Is the largest white
goose. They are the same size as the
Toulouse. Itoth are very popular in
this part of the country.
When fully matured a pair of either
of these geese weigh 40 or 45 pounds.
They have been known to go even
higher than this.
We are keeping the Toulouse at
present, after having tried several
others and at last deciding to raise
only the Toulouse. They are gray,
white and browu, but are usually
called gray.
Tbey do not lay as many eggs as
some geese, but they have other qualities that more than outweigh the
fault.
They make less noise than other
geese, the goslings are stronger than
the Kmbden, and they require only
water enough to drink. They are
unbroken.
When this occurs, take a pin and known In some sections as
very enrefully puncture the membrane. geese.
Make a tiny opening, being cautious
Avoid High Priced Feed.
not to Injure the gosling.
The man who has plenty of good,
After doing this, leave tbem undisturbed for awhile. If they are not sweet silage this time o' year Is the
hatched In 'H hours, pick off a little forehanded man who does not have to
more cf the shell and make the open- - suffer the pangs of paying high prices
for
that he might have raised
in f a IP tie litrcer.
If the gosling is not out t the end
dry-lan-

The Heated Kind.
"You Bay he's a famous German alt
man?"
"Yes."
"An aeroplane expert, eh?"
"No. He has charge of a public!')
bureau."

TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
HAIR STOPS FALLING
Girls! Try This! Makes Hair Thick,
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
More Itching Scalp.
Within ten minutes after no application of Danderlne you cannot And a
single trace of dandruff or falling bair
and your scalp will not Itch, but what
will please you most will be after a
few weeks' use, when you see new

hair, line and downy at first yes but
really new hair growing all over the

Avenue, the New

FOUND A WAY

HAMMOND

gressive young men

everywhere buy
three times as many
FATIMAS as any

other 15e cigarette.

Srrlngs promoter for IM.OOO.
Hammond got hold of the claimant and talked with him about it over
the phone. Tho latter said that he
could do nothing about it and that
any proposition must go through his
lawyer.
He agreed to meet Hammond In Colorado Springs and talk
to htm further about the case.
Hammond came down from the
mines, armed with a blank check,
determined to wipe the claim oif tho
company's books, even If he had to
pay the claim, as business was good.
Most promoters and miners, he reasoned, have the gambling instinct,
and he decided to resort to a game of
chance If he failed to reach an agreement with the claimant in any other
way.
He found the man Immovable on the proposition to split the difference
and settle the case. Finally he said to his man: "Iook here, you and I are
business men. If we let the lawyers fight this matter out what will you get?
Practically nothing. Tell you what I'll do. Let's toss a coin. It's $35,000 or
nothing."
It was agreed to and the claimant tossed the coin. "Head," called Hammond, and heads It was. And the ease was Bottled then and there, the loser
signing a release of all claims on Hammond's company.
5
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BUSY CHAIRMAN

Passenger, Gray &
Davis, Electric Lights
and Starter. 25 H.P.

M'COMBS

William P. McCombs, chairman
of the Democratic national committee, practices law In New York between campaigns, but be does not
neglect the Important task Intrusted
to him by the leaders of his party.
He keeps In close touch with the
sentiment of the country, and President Wilson considers him one of his
most valuable advisers concerning
,
Occaproposed national legislation.
sionally Mr. McCombs runs down to
Washington and confers with the
president, and recently after one of
"Jiese trips he said he was planning
lo call a meeting of the national committee this spring and that its members and others probably would have
a big dinner to celebrate two years of
Democratic national rule.
Already Chairman McCombs and
his associates are laying their plans
for the campaign of 1916, and thoy
predict a sweeping Democratic vic
tory. This forecast they base largely
on the personal record of the president, and during the campaign especial
stress will be laid on that record, whether or not Mr. Wilson Is a candidate
for
President Wilson's friendship for and confidence In Mr. McCombs are
based on long arouulntance, going back to the time when the latter was a
Princeton student of the cluss of 8fl8. 'Jlrr Ws graduntlon he went to tho
Harvurd law school. Receiving his degree of IX. R In limi. he at once began
practice in Now York city. Twelve years loter he married Miss Dorothy
Williams of Washington.
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Cartercar Co.
Denver, Colorado
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The Colorado
1636 Broadway

t

IJ K.P. Chore Boy Engine, $28.50
21 H. P. Hired Man Engine, $35.00
M durount tot cut wltb order. Ill Dra Tn Trial.
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DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly

growing in favor became it

Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not Injurs the finest fabric. For
laitntlrv purpovs it has no equal. 16 ot
package 10c. I I more starch for tame money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha, Nebraska
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BROOM CORN
TO US) FOB BEST RtSULTS)

DR.

BERNHARD

DERNBURG

Dr. llernliard Dernburg, formor
Imperial Becretury of state for colonics, who la now In tho United States
on behalf of tlermnny, Is one of the
foremost men of his country, lie Is
well ac(uuinted with American historical, political, economic, financial
and social conditions, as ho received
his early training In the New York
office of Lndenhurg. Thalmnnn & Co.,
bankers, and since that time has
been a frequent visitor to the United
When he was German ImStates.
1
perial secretary of the colonics, Doctor Dernburg spent eight weeks In
this country Investigating the cotton
question with a view of applying
American plantation methods to cotton In the German colonies.
on thn occasion of the
In
emperor's Jubilee, Doctor Dernburg
was called into the Prussian house of
lords as a life member. This was an
Indication of special royal confidence.
He Is honorary doctor of the political
science faculty of Munich and of the law faculty of Koenlgsberg. The
doctor of law.
lln fncul'v has also appointed him an

ft
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FROM MAIL CAR TO CONGRESS

scalp.

Three short years ago Carl C,
Van Dyke sorted mall In a railway
bles tho beauty of your hair.
post office car.
ference how dull, faded, brittle and
Today he Is In Washington, cerscraggy, just moisten a cloth with tified as the new member In the house
Danderine
draw It from the Fourth Minnesota district,
and carefully
througb your hair, taking one small to succeed Frederick C. Stevens. Restrand at a time. The effect Is amaz- publican, who for nearly a score of
ing your hair will be light, fluffy and years had been returned again and
tmamm
rlsw
wavy, and have an appearance of again from this district until beaten
abundance; an incomparable luster, by tho young Democrat who came
softness and luxuriance.
almost directly from tho mall car to
Get a 35 cent bottle of Knowlton's mako his campaign.
Danderlne from any store, and prove
Van Dyke Is not yet thirty-fivthat your hair Is as pretty and soft years of age. Rig of frame and musas any that it has been neglected' or cular, with a countenance In which a
Injured by careless treatment that's "fighting" chin and Jaw and clear
all you surely con have beautiful hair brown eyes are the predominating
and lots of It If you will just try a lit- features, he looks the part of a man
who has "fought his way up," as he
tle Danderine. Adv.
las done.
Many a man claims to have the
Van Dyke claims to be a
dearest little wife In the world, when
his mother having been a
,
m
be really means the cheapest.
jams
native of Norway. He himself Was k
born In Alexandria. Minn., of which
Red Crons Rag Blue mnkea the laundress
war
He served through tho
town he Is still a resident.
hippy, make clothes whiter than snow. with the Fifteenth Minnesota regiment, and arter Its close became a railway
All K"01 grocers. Adv.
mall clerk. He interested himself In obtaining better working conditions for
The beauty of the kalsomlned coun- the mall clerks and later became president ot their national organization.
He la the only Demrat in the new Minnesota delegation.
tenance is not even skin deep.
A

Yorker lights a
FATI MA. Pro-

John Hays Hammond Is not only
one of the foremost mining engineers
in the world. He is also a "good
sport," as is Illustrated by this little
story: Some years ago Mr. Hammond
took charge of the Colorado mines of
an EngltBh syndicate, and found on
the books a claim of a Colorado
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Diapepsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.
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little Danderlne Immediately
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LIBERAL LOANS MADE

US

COYNE BROTHERS
118 W. SOUTH

Pianos

WATER

Pj;;

ST..

CHIOAOO

Victrolas

Mnntinn catalog you sre interested in and
we'll send it free, prepaid, with full infiir-mitio- n
of onr' KASY PAY FLAN." We
prepay freight charges and sell under a
"money back" guarantee.
THE

MUSIC

CO.,Denier,Colo.

Miiny a man wlio knows bis own
mind is not overburdened with knowledge.

Nerve and ability work in the same
direction, but nnrve usually gets there
first. Macon Telegraph.
The easiest thing In the world to
make Is a mistake. The next pusIcbI
is trouble.
' If

whits
At all

eleer
you winh beautiful,
clot hen, urn Red Cross Bag Blue.
good grocers.

Adv.

The hardest work that some people
do Is trying to avoid work.

Put Off Old Age
Some old folks are bent and shaky.
Others are straight and strong. It can't
be mere "oldneis" that works such havoc.
No it's too often orie acid. Fight off
g
this
poison. Help the kidneys take it from the blood. To aid
them, live carefully and stimulate their
action with the olj reliable medicine,
Doan's Kidney Pills.

A Colorado Cass
Mrs. Mary Duslnf.
"MnmM.n' itimn
oi., uio, says:

e,

mm

Colo.,
"My back and kidneys troubled
for years and colda
mnile me worn. I
could hardly move
and mornlnirs th
aoreneas and Inma.
neaa waa terrible.
Tha kidney secretions wore exces
sive and there wero
symptoms
of
Klilimv

Poan's

rills

ro- -

have hud no alga of kidney trouble
since.
Cat Dou't at Aar SiarcMa a Bom

DOAN'S'" rjiV
roSTER-MILBUR-

CO, BUFFALO. N. T.

L

ANNOUNCEMENT
Since moving into our new location opposite the post office, it has been
necessary for us to consolidate the 5 and 10c Store and the Dry Goods
Dept. in one room. Hereafter it will be known as WHITING'S instead of
the 5 and 10c Store, but the stock will remain as before, that is, we will
Dry Goods Dept.,
still handle a complete Variety line, also an
and. will be better able to serve you than we were before. Our complete
line of Spring and Summer goods are now on display. Call and see us.
up-to-da-

te

IITING'

North of
First National Bank

Dry Goods

Variety Goods

Texico Circuit
Praetorians Go to Texico
and Farwell.

Claud Courier
C. H. Westfall was called to
Iowa last Thursday on account
of the serious illness of his
brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Works and
daughter, Iiva, were on the sick
list last week.
Vernon and Susie Jones called
on Mildred Rork Sunday afternoon.

Chester Marks and James
Roberts spent Friday night and
Saturday in Clovis.
Moss Boyd called on his sister,
Mrs. Lovelady, Monday.
Cfcpord Thornton i s doing
some carpenter work for C. V.
Kelly.
Walter Wesfall called at the
Rork home Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Kelly and
Miss Ada Stahl were in Clovis
Friday night.
E. A. Roberts is working fur
C. V. Kelly this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Uuiggle
left last week for their new
home in Texas.
Lannie Roberts spent Sunday
with Miss Fay Marks.
Ilobart Rork was a Clovis
visitor Monday.
Mrs. C. II. Westfall visited
with her son Sunday.
George Taggart called at the
Boyd home Monday morning.
Mis3 Doshie Jones is slowly
improving after a siege of sickness.
Miss Fay Marks is staying in
town with her father for a few
days.
George Works, from Texico,
was visiting his parents last
week.
Creola Marks called on Mildred
Rork Monday night.
Walter Westfall was hauling
wheat to Texico several days

organized last Sunday.
John Davis seriously injured
one of his fingers last Tuesday,
while oiling his wind mill.
Mr. Bland moved his family
to Mrs. Jordan's farm last
Thursday.
Ella Crowell celebrated her
eitrhth birthday last Saturday,
by entertaining a number of her
little friends at her home.
Clarence Means visited home
folks a few days last week and
returned to Clovis Sunday.
Mr. Doyel wa9in Locust Grove
vicinity Sunday.
Say, U Locust Grove! where
are you? Let us hear from
your country once in a whi le.

vis, visited at the Kingry home
Sunday.
Miss Clara Z wissler returned
home from Kenton, N, M. where
she has been holding down a
claim.
Mr. and Mrs. J. X. Dunlap
are the proud parents of a baby
boy.

Albert Walker is working at
the city power plant this week.
Mrs. Ed McGregor is out on
the farm this week.
Earnest Kingry is working the
miles south
Zwissler farm, 3
of Clovis this year.
Tom Crump has bought a new
automobile We predict for him
many sweet smiles from the
young ladies.
Miss Mary Alley is on the sick
Pleasant Hill Pickings
list this week.
Joe McGregor spent Saturday
Mr. Colwell has bought the
night
and Sunday in Clovis.
This
claim.
gives
Fields
Chas
Mr. Colwell a section of good
2

land.

We notice that the new state
tax commission, appointed by
the governor to take the place
of the old state board of equalization, at its first meeting held
at Santa Fe, appointed Hon.
of Clayton,
Howell Earnest,
state traveling auditor, to the
of secretary
position
of the
commission. The appointment
was made because of Mr. Earico.
thorough familiarity with
nests
W. P. Curtis and son, John,
of the commission,
work
the
left Monday with their last load
during
the time he
trained
ofj goods for their new location
secretary
of
th equalizawas
near Taft, N. M., where they
board. We congratulate
tion
now have a ranch.
the co.timission upon its choice,
Everybody i s enthusiastic because Howell Earnest is comabout the country and anticipate petent to hold any position, esa big crop this year.
pecially when clerical ability of
Mr. Barnes went to lager-ma- the highest class is required;
Saturday.
and he knows how to get busy,
even to the point of "pernicious-ness,- "
in the discharge of his
Enterprise Echos
sworn duty. Clayton News.
The spelling a t the School
s
house Saturday night was well
Call the new road the
last week.
attended, quite a number from
cutoff instead of the
All report a T.uhhock-TexicClovis attending.
It
cut off.
good time.
soundj bigger and better. It's
New Hope News
The Literary society meets large places like Clovis and
The New Hope Sunday School,
Saturday night, the 27th. Galveston that the Santa Fe deagain
acwhich was discontinued on
J. B. Waits and family of Clo sires to advertise.
count of bad weather, was re- -

Andrew Moorman is all swelled
has the
up about something-- he
mumps.
C. H, Delozier has purchased
the Witt place.
Mr. Braden has sold his farm
to Mr. Westfall.
E. Barnes has accepted a position with Mr. Runnells in Tex

1

n

Galvest-on-Clovi-

o

Com- -

w

munication.

By Rev. H. Rodgers.
I preach in a circuit of great

and
Praetorians of Texico
Monday
Farwell entertained
night.
Several Clovis Praetorians attended the Praetorian
Among
meetng at Texico.
them weie Sheriff D. L. Moye
and wife, J. R. Elmore, Praetorian organizer. Miss Ovella
Elmore, J. B. Pratt, H. M.
Stokes. B. M. Brizendine, Ho
mer Owen, and Tom Phelps.
They report having a fine time.
Several Texico and Farwell
people met the queen. Mrs. J.
F. Pratt was very efficient in
conferring the ladies degree
which was appreciated by all

Albert Vohs, a brother-in-laof A. Mandell, was in the city
the first of the week, assisting
i n the arrangements
for the
opening of the dry goods department of the Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods stora, in
which he is interested. He is a
prosperous mercha nt in Bernalillo, New Mexico.

loving people between Texico
and Clovis east and west and
Frio to Enterprise north and
south, These places include
Frio, Lincoln, Shiloh, Liberty,
Locust Grove, Union, Fairfield,
and New Hope. I live on the
Blanks.
Cap Rock, or rather my family
do and I get to g ) horn 3 about
Furniture Sale Contracts
once a month. I was at Linform Lease Blanks, Chatproper
coln last Sunday where we had
Mortgage Deeds.
Mortgages,
tel
a good service. I will fill an
of Attorney,
Sale,
Power
Liberty
appointment
the Bills of
at
first Sunday in Easter, at New Warranty Deeds, Notes and all
Hope at 3 o'clock and again at kinds of legal blanks for sale at
present Messrs. D. L. Moye Liberty at night.
the News office.
and B. M. Brizendine addressed
the Council for a short time. Poll Tax Notice.
Clovis Praetorians will be glad
VCARS
ICNCC
when it is their pleasure to The poll tax collections will
All those
visit the State Line Council close March 31st.
again, To say that we enjoyed who hive not paid will ba pub
and royal lished on the delinquent list.
the refreshments
Mrs. S. C. Nutter,'
treatment we received expressA Tain. UlHI
Secretary.
J
es it very mild. Welcome State
CopvmoHTa Ac.
line Praetorians to Clovis.
akatrh and daaivnilnn mmr
Anfnn.wnrtln
The force at Luikart's have aufrklr
otir Kimitxit fraa whether mn
airialn
been a busy lot the past few days inrriill'in la nrohalilj palrnlahln. "" I'alonM
cut Irca. (l1.'l mamnry fur larurintr liamtita.
First Methodist Church.
unpacking and shelving the new
1'ittmtt. Iak.il tnrmivh Munn A lu. rcITO
notla, without crmme, to tb
nvi(
The Men's Bible class in the spring goods which are arriving
Jlmcr.catn
Scientific
Sunday School are determined in large shipments. Mr. Luikart
elN
lllmtralad waaalf. I araaat
handinniflf
any
loritldn Jimriial. I rma. W a
"f
to have a larger attendance this states that they are enjoying a nilallun
ro .r: t.mr ni.mttia, L golil brail nrwadaalera.
Sunday than the Woman's class: splendid trade on the new spring
MUNN & Co.JM """New York
F - Waabliwln. D. U
BraucU UDm.
It has been remarked by visit- and summer goods.
ors that the primary depart
ment of our school is one of the
best in the West. Let each
3
member of the school work to
make the attendance the best
each Sunday.
Preaching at 11:00 a. m. Sub
EAST BOUND
ject, "Hell." At the evening ser
Arrive 7:10 A. M.
Flyer)
(Chicago
22
No.
vice the pastor desires to preach
Leave 7:45 A. M.
"
a sermon especially for railroad
Leave 3:10 P. M.
No. 114 (Kansas City Express)
men. We are very anxious to
WEST BOUND
have the railroad men attend
Arrive 7:35 A. M.
Missionary)
(The
No. 21
this service. We will have
8:00 A. M.
Leave
every
effort
special music asd
Arrive 1:10 A. M.
No. 117 (From Kansas City)
will be put forth to interest and
NORTH BOUND
help all who come. J. H. Mess-e- r
Pastor.
Arrive 6:30 A. M.
Valley)
Pecos
No. 938 (From
BOUND
SOUTH
W. A. Gillenwater, the attorLeave 8:10 A. M.
ney, returned Wednesday from
No. 937 (Pecos Valley Express)
Amarillo where he went to atVIA. LUBBOCK
tend a meeting of the creditors
Arrive 7:15 A. M.
No 921 (South from East)
in the Bankruptcy matter of E.
Leave 7:35 A. M.
Daily)
No. 933 (Texas
L. Donelson, of Farwell.
Mrs. Gertrude Downing Nor-ri- s
and little daughter Kather-ine- ,
of Miami. Arizona, and her
sister. Mrs. Etta Black, of Kel-laresiN. M., both former
visiting
of
Clovis. are
dents,
R. H. SNELLINGS, Proprietor.
Mrs.
J.
Mr.
and
parents,
their
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!
L. Downing, at Melrose.
HANDBOOK
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Union Barber Shop

R. CO.
WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R.

x

WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

7

BANK
THE GLO VIS NATIONAL
REQUIRES"
"BETTER THAN THE LAW

ALEX SHIPLEY, Pr..., JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vic. Pr..., J.

C

DIRECTORS
NELSON, Chier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL,

W. H. DUCKWORTH,

L. H. SANDERS

r

The Clovis News
The News Printing Company
Publishers.

The News will soon be eight
years old and we are going to
celebrate our birthday with an
anniversary number.

3G

PROFESSIONAL

W. A. Gillenwatcr

LAWYER
The News is informed by
W.
road
commissioner
Fred
Nsw Mexico.
Entered at the post office at
Clovis,
James that the $3 road tax has
Clovis, N. M. as second class
not been repealed except as to
matter under the act of March
prevent the amount from being
3, 1879.
deducted from the checks of
the employes of the railroads.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Clovis, N. M.
The original Montoya bill pro
$1.00 vided for its entire repeal, but Admitted to practice in all courts
One Year
50c it appears that it was amended
Six Months
in the Senate.

THE

The Curren Agency

FIRST

W. J. CURREN, Mgr.
(u. s. commissioner)

NATIONAL

T. J. Mabry

Reese & Pardue

a
The talk that a Democrat, be
candidate for city attorney.
cause
he was a Democrat, had
The mayor has the power of apno
show
of getting any. justice
appoih.ee
pointment and the
must b e confirmed by the or any show in the legislature

m

council.

just gone, was made to

March and April are supposed
to be the win dy months in New
Mexico, but as we have had but
little wind so far, it is up to the
month of April to sustain our

covered that Senator Walton had
more bills passed bearing his
name than any other member,
and that Senator Hinkle stands
next. Both of these senators
are Democrats.

past reputation.

Attorneys at Law

'

New Mexico.

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

j

DEI BE

DC
j$ ji

jut ji j

jj

A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

-

U.S.
Government
Depository

for
Postal

Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
Clovis,
New Mexico.

Savings

Arthur E. Curren

tice.
See us

LAND LAWYER

at once!

If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office.
Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

The
Union Mortgage Co.
(HJIJIJIJIjljlJljljljljljljljCjl
the Curren Agency in

See

IEJ

11

Mrs. Mclnnes, who formerly
resided in Clovis, has arrived
from Oklahoma and will again
make his abode here.

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no-

S. A. JONES, President
S.J. BOYK1N, V. Pres.

Office in Jackson Bldg,
Opposite Post office
Office Phone 231 Residence 269

Chapman

.

11

Physician and Surgeon

E. M.

Conveyances of all kinds. Land Business a Specialty.
Taxes paid and records examined for non resident
fCP,nn
VT.-- ..
111 uiutc,
uuiiv. in
iiumrjr iD,,U!a
Owners.

Money! Money!

Opposite Postoffie
Rooms 4 and 5.

Clovis,

All honors are due Miss Fay
Every few days someone ad
Brooks for arranging such an vises us that ne has nearci tnat
attractive Easter window a t the section homestead bill has
Grisamore and Osborne's. The passed and that those who have
display space is small but the at- less than a section can increase
traction is large.
their holdings to the 640 acre
limit as provided by Ferguson's
This is a mistake.
The
T. J. Mabry has been negoti- bill.
bill has only passed
ating this week for the purchase section
far as
of the Clovis Journal, of which the House, and as
paper he was the recent editor. we know, it was laid tenderThe only matter that now stands ly to rest in the Senate com-miton public lands where it
in the way of a sale is the $ $ $ ?

of

Office in Worley Bldg.

look

rather silly when it was dis

U
m

Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

BANK

Clovis.
New Mexico

DI t7.tA
ncai

i
rire insurance
r?

Ml

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

T. J. Mabry is mentioned as

DEEIE

JL

the Antler Hotel building for
Fire Insurance. They are rep
resenting some of the largest
and best companies.

CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO

te

Many covered wagons with
the tongups in the west end
passing
were
through town
last week. Two years ago the
most of them had the tongue in
the east end, but it is different
now.

The matter of limiting the
number of pool halls in Clovis
has had the consideration of
the City Council lately. While
they are at it, they might also
limit the number of newspapers
which Clovis can have in the
future.
Carlsbad, Ueming and Gallup
all got appropriations

from the
last legislature for armories
costing
from
$15,000
to
$20,000 but Curry County hasn't
had a smell at anything for
three years.
It won't, either,
as long as the people elect freak
statesmen.
Many immigrants with stock
are delayed at the Texas line
near Texico awaiting the lifting
of the quarantine in order to
bring their stock into New Mexico. This is a great hardship on
them, but it is necessary to enforce a rigid quarantine in order
to keep the foot and mouth
disease out of New Mexico.
Get out of i he habit of calling
it "Mexico." We live in New
Mexico. Tlh't-is just as much
difference in New Mexico and
Mexico as in N'ew England and
England. It is estimated that
.about a fifth of the population
of Curry County call this Mexico. To these we would suggest
that you purchase a geography

and study the difference.

One of the Clovis aldermen,
who is usually found on the

side that casts the majority
vote, has advised the News that
the Council is seriously considering the idea of compelling the
telephone company to lay their
.wires underground as is now
required in most cities, instead
of stringing them on poles. The
telephone company holds no
franchise and is subject to the
order of the Council.
If the company would build a
good central station, instead of
operating in a shack, it would
please the members of the
council and citisens and there
would be no desire to put it to
additional
expense at this
time.

Dr. J. R. Haney

sleep
now sleeps the
that
knows no awakening.
The stockmens' associations
Physician & Surgeon
fought against its passage.
The man who championed it
in Congress was defeatel for
Office Opposite PostofSce
and it therefore,
had no "daddy" to look to
through D. L.
safe
conduct
its
D.
the Senate. It is gone but not
forgotten. Many eastern New
Physician & Surgeon
Mexico settlers would have welcomed its passage, but it's the
office in elks home
same old story. "Every body's Office Phone 146. Res Phone 326
business is nobody's business.'

Our officers will be pieased
to advise with you regarding any investment matters
and to explain any banking
rules and customs with
which you are unfamiliar.

Connell, M.

R. R. DUNCAN

Make The
First National
Bank
Your Bank

The Model Grocery received
another car load of apples TuesDENTIST
day, This makes the seventh
Office
Opposite P. O.
car of apples bought by them
Phone 89.
this winter besides many large
Checking accounts are inlocal shipments.
Austin is en
CLOVIS,
NEW M EX.
in any amounts and
vited
joying a big grocery trade besafety is afforded
absolute
he
price
cause
makes the
right
dollar.
every
and advertises the fact.
L.
T. J. Ferguson, who left, the
Physician & Surgeon
country several years aco and
Special attention to diseases of
went back to good old Ten- the Eye, Ear. Nose and
Throat This is the season of the year
nessee, returned recently and is
and Fitting Glasses.
for tree planting and the News
now located on his farm near
Orar Mean Pharmacy
hopes to see each and every
Offle.
IB. Rnldme. Pfcon. i.
Blacktower. He was in town
Clovis,
New Mex. property owner i n Clovis do
after supplies Monday.
some tree planting this year.
High grade gasolene and coal
The black locust seems to be
oil. Barry Hardware Co.
the most popular variety in this
D.
country as they are the best
of th Arm of Dri. Frmlay ft SvwriBgta
drouth resisters and are not
of Ko.w.ll
bothered with the worms. Many
will be in Clovis from the 10th of those who planted the poplar
to 20th of each month treating trees several years ago are rediseases of the Bye, Ear, Nose gretting that they did not plant
and Throat and Fitting Glasses. the locust, because the worms
last year kept the poplars and
other varities stripped of their
DR. H. R. GIBSON
foliage most of the year. Those
planting rose bushes, vines and
shrubbery, ehould however, be
Treats all diseases both acute careful not to plant the locus t
and chronic. Special attention trees too close, as the roots
W
given to diseases of women.
it
spread all over the place and sap
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
the life out of the other plants.
Office 103
North Main Street There is nothing that will serve
to add more beauty to this barOffice Phone 383. Res. 390.
ren
treeless plains country than
Clovis,
New Mexico.
to plant trees and plenty of
them. Yes sir, the News is an
enthusiastic booster for tree
m. d. planting.

DR. A.

D.

DILLON

Swear in gin

BETTER

..DENTISTRY..

Osteopath

Plates Made

1--

L. A. Dickman,

WITHOUT

r PLATES
Bridge work a Specialty

DR. CHAPMAN
Over Fiist National Bank.

SB

Account the two California Expositions the Santa Fe
now have on sale daily Round Trip tickets to San Francisco
including a Free side ride from Los Angeles to San Diego
and return, allowing liberal stop overs, at the very low rate
of $48.30 from Clovis. Limit for return three months.

L. R. CONARTY, Agent.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
112

2

First Class Work.
South Main St.

Hot and Cold Hatha
Clovis, New Mexico.

LEE HAZELWOOD
PJAYANI)

TRANSFER LINK

The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Down Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

PLOWING!

PLOWING!

Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading making Rurface
tanks, etc. Prices reasonable.
TOM REAGAN.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

A

Mm II AMrr

crni rn-

-r

Night Phone 235.

2

that Fit.

TEETH

"Two Fairs
for One Fare"

.Physician & Surgeon.
tract of land on the
Office opposite Antlers Hotel
plains south of Tucumcari was
Office phone 53.
Res. 211.
last week sold for $135,000, the
...I ALSO FIT GLASSES...
price per acre being $6.50. The
Clovis,
New Mix. tract was granted by the government to the Santa Fe Pacific

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfils, Props.
WE DO THE A. T. A 8. F. HOSPITAL WORK

SANITARY

-

-

.

A large

....

railroad company in lieu of Arizona land which were put into a
The land
forest reservation.
for all kinds of
was all vacant and without imMeats and Produce
provements of any kind. TuSun.
cumcari
Phone 123.
Phone 12?.

Walker's Market

HOT AND COLD BATHS

Q

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone

14.

Night Phone 38.

DIRECTORY OF RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS CONCERNS
R. L. TAYLOR

Ogg & Boss Cafe

H. BELL & CO.

Ogg & Boss, Props.

On Top with Fine

Boot and Shoe Maker
Repairing Neatly Done.
Prices Reasonable
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The Best of Staple and

WHY PAY MORE?

for Home and Table

Specialists in Cleaning, Pressing
Repairing and Altering,
Inspect our "Misfit" Clothing
They will save you money,
Phone 191.

Quick service at the counter
for the busy man.

Next to Santa Fe Reading Room

.'."

Tailoring.

The best the markets offer
on our tables.

Watches Cleaned
for $1.00

...

'..

;,

W:-

W. H. Simpson

Opposite Harvey & Morris.

Phone 56.
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Health

D..

Laundry
ifirnl'I ',iX'!

'''
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Smith

COAL COAL COAL
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-- ALL KINDS

4it Cleaning.

Gurley

"w-,,,.',-- -

iiiw.i;ifflii

j.!,

old

on

Easy Payments

ajic City

Pressing

....

0P-S-

..'

TAILORS

Rnir;nT

Furniture

rtMMlliMijiiilfi)

Co,

i

""

BIG BARGAINS AT
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fhone 258
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CO.
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Do You Want a

B. BILLS'

TIIK.HIQ STORK"
"You'll lie Pleased"

14 GROCERY,

W. I. Luikart & Co.

The Pure Food
Store
The Right Price
Store

rm

The Easter Gift that will brighten up the homes of your friends
Special styles
is,. your portrait.
and prices. Phone 115 for an
appointment with

Home ?
WE SELL. -

1'

3

I

Lumber, Lime, Cement
All Building Material
Phone 23.

Houston- - Hart
Lumber Co.

.

S ROBINSON
"The I'hotoicrithrr

'

n ij

j

In

Your Hume

i'

Twn"

'"''''.'A.;

jjj-

Phone 118.

An

'irruiEl.A390.
r

:

luy

--

Measured to Fit
Tailored to Fit
and Fit to Wear,

v.i
'?"ite-"',,'!- '''

KEMP LUMBER

:V v'V

Cleai!?

Dknne 48.
f

vi

I

St.
South Mam

.....

;

'

Dru

1

The VJ--Tf-T

(Successors to Downing Agency)
in Antlers Hotel Bldg.

'

as

,7ModevV

Clovis

Insurance,
Deeded Lands,.
Rentals, Real Estate, Etc.

Then always.

'

V7ri3fi?!5BEW-';?'.-

TZi

FOR

J. M. HOOK

'

I

Try us once

TH- E-

Curren Agency

Fancy Groceries

Fine Repairing a Specialty
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-- SEE

"ALWAYS ON TOP"
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MONARCHY

PREFERRED

THE

TO REPUBLIC

MOMENT

Mareh T.
s imurl
ReHumsnly
a Theocracy
public A Kingdom Prafarrad -- Samuel
Offended Tha Rcquaat Granted.
8aul, Son of Kiah Hia Anointing.

krtl

Tittr

'"-

""
-' Ptttr i:P.
s ir.ivi'iiiiiipnt wns a the- I.
., liod
tbelr

!

ISH.MM.

!'

Hi

"'Plr

Kovern-iiii'ii-

t

The pIcIits of cneli trllM
in iiflalrs. tiod provided a
in'i', Hliicli represented the

-- I

iiH-rvi- i

THINGS YOU HAVE ALWAYS
WISHED TO KNOW.

PSYCHOLOGICAL

Varrk (.
I Samuel
King 8a u I, Although Anointed of God,
Waited For tho Voice of tho People.
Hia Opportune Moment and How Ho
Utilized It Hia Acceptance by tho
People Opportunities Open For AH.
8peeial Leeaone to tho Church, Also
Called to Kingly Office.

"Me that U alow to anger ii heller than the
might u; and he that mirth hit epirlt thaa
he thai takelh a eUt."Proverbe

J0:.

had asked for a king,
the Trophet
en used the anoiiigjtig of
"I'll" sent tlicrti from time
nul .1 ti!
i"'inl liienseiiRein of the
Saul to be king. The people of
ii (line
Uiril, Iui wHlmm nutliotity except as Israel had assembled, and God's Prophhe pcMil.' iM'llcvcd tlielr counsels. et Samuel had Indicated God's choice.
f:u' oh Us earthly Some
Tims Nr.iri inn,
had gladly accepted it, but the
Interowt- - ni'iv ciuieenied, a republic, Id
rougher element hnd refused, aneerlog-l- y
roveiintit rclaiHiNlilp with Ood.
saying, Who Is he, that we should
that tlie Israelites
Our - siii
hope for anything great In his hand?
flld ixt iippimljilo their Divinely
They beheld tho It looked ns though the I.ord's choice
ivpul'lii-had been unsatisfactory ami hud come
of tin' nntlous Rurroundlug
ploncl
ihem, mill iliyuuht that because they to naught. Saul made no attempt to
exercise authority, having such half
were different. H was to their
S.imuH was growing old, Ii earl ed support from Ihe people, lie
rei nrned iioaie. re- feared Hint his sons would
anil t lit
unveil lilm ii" judire. TheRC sons suming Ills life as
a farmer;
but we
were inireiianie
may lie sure be was
ill'
in
"l
"milked
pn t it'll l.v
waiting
vtnys, lull turned
for the iippni'lune.
aide a f it III' 10,
Of psychologies),
look lull't". and
moment when wllh
perviTloil
find's blessing he
would enter upon
The fhlt-i-- of I he
his duties nnd
Irilies ennferred
,,
responsibilities
liellewd
jprioMlv

Interest,

iriii-imi- s

l'rnpliets

IBRAEL through

--
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.
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Correspondence Bchool courses are yearly becoming more popular. Lcarnlnx In
a condensed form Is the order of the day
jHcr you have It. Read the list and send
In the coupon.
"Calamities Why Permitted."
Which Is the True Gospel
"Where Are the Dead?"
"What la llaptlsmr
"Klch Man III Hell."
"authoring- - the lord's Jewels."
"What Is tho Soul?"
"Immortal Worms, Unquenchable Fire."
"Worry Will Huruly Kill."
"When God Win Alone."
"The HenlnnliiK ot God's Creation."
"Prince Lucifer Now Prince of Demons.
"Alene, Ttikel, I'pliarsln."
"Hneliil Ills lieyoml Man's Tower."
"The Huttle of Armageddon."
"Christendom In (Jreat Danger."
"Wlul la lli,nllm?"
"Chief
of Criminality."
Nan
Blrect
,'
Clly unit Htate
T'pon receipt of the above coupon we
will sentl any one of these Bible Hludlce
FltKl:: any thruu of them for 6 cents
ntirn H for 10 cents.
Istuutii or tl
BKN I AT ti.Mi; TO H1H1.E AND TRACT
HOt'lliJTV. i; I llclts it., Brooklyn, N. Y.

f

Spring
Fabrics
Smart
js
- JM.ujjmitii.riii.

aimr

11

Over half

ei

issaseMejeesMaaassaaBaM

assii

a thousand

to choose from

embracing every conceivable pattern, weave, color and shade

())

Order Your East er Suit NOW!
We guarantee to natify you, the fit mut be perfect,
the garments must wear as long as good clothes
shoulJ
all around satisfaction must be yours.
Made-to-Measu-

I"

& Co.

m

The Big Merchant Tailors

Chicago

dlsnd-nnliifi-

If

STEVEWS

$15 to $45

Repeating Shotguns

i

by

re

Edward E. Strauss

-

"

V

v ' Vjs7
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Jinltf-tiipiiI.-

thin

Himlil

II

liel lor

a

its mare than some

Saul's

fai in

colli iiiiied

on

life
I

y

kmrntr uu.

It hat) tha eelebrated
STEVENS RECOIL UNLOCK

Let is take your measureXOW for your Easter
Spring suit. Look over the line. A cordial inCome in
vitation is extended you.
TO-DA-

providing aalety gainst

"

hang-llraa- ."

a

HAMMERLESS
SOLID

Easy

Duncan & Elder

BREECH

Tak0ewn

.

le.-e-

12 or 20

Gauge

CLEANING, PRESSING AND REPAIRING.

ASteTtu Amu 1 Tool Ci.
P. 0. Isi MM
Chleeaee Fells, Meee.

R L. Quisles, who
has a
well improved farm near Claud,
has leased his place and moved
to Pearland. Texas. He ordered the News sent him there.

No, 1 "The Guaranty Fund For Sale.
Bank of Farwell. is in position
Good teams 4yr old mules.
to make some cattle loans, any All broke. Reasonable terms.
size you want if the collaterals Address or see C. M. Boyd,
Kood."
Clovis, N. M. Star Route
p

ger.roajMwia.msjianaammiij.il jcmmk.

3.
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YOU COUNT?

JM
IG CIRCLE PUZZLE
Costs nothing

l

.

rn'er

ir;yoncl a Rubcri''iur, to
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I'usu Morning Times.
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SO Money

Prize

Offered

old
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PHONE 96

EVERT SUN
GUARANTEED

i
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The I'rophrt Samuel.
mmith until the opportunity offered.
tlieiiielve n klnK
Tim Ainmoiilies. residing in the east
Mid thus lii'iniue mure like I lie niilloim
ef Israel's possessions, had for some
They rnine to Hiiiniiel
nmtid jt nit
time besieged .Inbeshgileai,
When
lulil
liim
desires.
Samuel Ihe city asked terms for surrender, the
their
mil
vns illsnppiiliiieil, hut gave them no Aiiiiiioiilie general's taunt was that on
miniver uiiill he had conferred wllh one condition lie wnuhl save
their lives
tiotl. Tlie ITd luiile III ill not to lie ofthey should each submit to having
fended t lint It wns not he who was an eye put out, as n shame on Israel.
rajeeted. Inn !'l and Ills government.
Time was asked seven days for de
;sl hum willing in let them have tbelr elslnn. Meantime messengers were disripcrlciues wlih kings, and Instructed patched, possibly to all the trilies.
fcimiiiel to iiiforin them fully what
Some came to Saul's residence, evidentV'titilil be the I'niiseiiueneeg.
ly hoping that he would lake steps for
Sniiiiiel eilnlned
that the kings their deliverance.
would evcivise more t r less autoeratle
Saul was appointed lender; the psymid would conscript their sons chological mnment had come.
lie killTor sorvniiis, for soldiers and for Jinli-II- ' ed Ihe oxen
he hnd been driving nud
Hielr
that
liberties
Mrk:
would sent pieces to nil the tribes, saying that
he
iiliililu'ed: that their wealth
whoever did not rcsnd. to become o
"iild more or les How Into the king's defender of
the general Interests, would
rs,
i xffi
i
have his oxen hewed to oces. This
Divine Foreknowledge Illustrated.
was a peculiar cnuiuintid for n king:
A i the nppoiiiteil
time Samuel, huv-'ir- , hut It tiiiii heil the right spot, for three
il
Instructions from the hundred ami thirty thousand men re
sponded. The messenger returned to
irf.nl. i Mine In oiitin l with tho future
Jnliesh-flleawith assurances of sue
A herd of
f t i.
".in: SiiiiI. ii
vtr.ijed finiit Klsli's fni in, cor the next tiny; nnd Israel gave
bssi to (lie besiegers that by the time
Vni's
nl lo seek llie'li.
Alter
iii.
'i
iilleil upon III' nppoiiiteil tlcy wotiitl miirch out for
1. while Hie
nsses were them to dn ns they w ished.
It. li
Saul divl led bis nrmy Into three sec- v.i- I'l.t Hie its es were
,i
t
it S.i 'il
dine wit Ii tloiis. iiml from three different ipnirhi Mil :i ' 'ii
pi. H e. lers came suddenly upon the besiegers,
routing 1n in mid delivering the Israel-li.nl l.i en
it"
Thereupon lUey ivnliz. tl that
'l
liou.ir was i.iveli Saul, Ites.
I it'll
.
w I,.
hail Indeed given them a w ise
led
h.'.ir the rropli
king, whom lliey had been slow to rec' t 'I
i ll !' e fur
'II lis I r.iiT
ognize; and tiny Inquired for those
,."l,- -l
:i II. .1
who hnd ssiUcii nuainsi Saul, saying.
Hi.il h In oliL'i'.l In :l sin. ill
Let tliein now be slain. However, the
II' i'llllilt 'Hid lll.lt his I'llllljly
king wisely mnl generously said.
Hie
P.llt I lie rropllel
:is i.i
"There shall not a mini lie put to
denlli: for today the Lord linth wrought
l
T'i
iii
'ii'Uliihu lie v;is direrted
- i""i in'v In Mi' h a iiiiiu
salvation In Israel."
Hii'.:
ri m
.i'ii'1 h:i e I'lii'i'olioi'iitliiii.
Mr i.
The Divine Character Vindicated.
f.' I1: - Hi i' Hi.- I'l'.il'het had llllilllilt
Allhiiv.i:li Hie slaughtering of those
M
r!
i. h:S Imve expert- Ammonites had I'ivluc approval, il did
h a:, h n.i'ild malif liim g chang
not signify that they went to the the
'".' As Tin- two e.alked "igether. ologienl lleil, there I" .su.Ter eternal
'I
'
I'l' l'l'. drew forth n vial of n! torments, un the contrary, they mere
."! ..
i"l ii up.. n Saul's lieml. aimiiit
ly went to the tnuib. In sleep until in
.'din kh.:r of Israel hy Mlvlne up-(foil s arrangement
liri.--t would ille as
ii n t
However, matters were In the world's Itcdeenier, and al Ills Sec
'
MS'ii-in, iii a l.iier i;:ne.
olid Advent would l.eiriii His work of
Saul's faith In the Prophet's tlii.larii-incalling back from denlli nil that arc in
was siii'iiL'lheiied by the fulfil
their graves.
iit of the I'Vpei ienees foretold. Meet
To grasp the situation we must re
it ? a oinianj of Hi,, school of proph
member that all men are under a death
ts.
,.ii., iii tlielr singing nnd sentence; mnl It matters little whether
itiij lii syin- - w,, rend. ''(Jotl pnvelilm
they tllo from starvation, sickness, pes
iher heart, mid the Spirit of Coil tileine or the sword.
The penally
' xlr.v
i"'i Saul, nud he prophesied " reads, "living, thou shall die" not
The spiiit ..f li.ul signilles simply (III
live, anyhow or anywhere.
This fad
!iisii,,. ,,i,. i' frnin liod. Those com has a distinct bearing on everything
Hiiiiiuli
r
His
- Power in ted sometimes
appertniiiilik' to the Lord's iiiiihorla
!n
ne w.,v alid solneliliies in lilli'llier,
lion of wars, permission of famines, etc.
they i.e.-,moved by the Power of
While (ioil has enforced the penalty.
letioUili
Sn.ee Pentecost, the lllipnr
"The wimes of sin Is death," thus man
i.ti'.i. "I H
Holy Spirit slL'idties that
Ifestlng Ills .lust let. He In another
1'i'L'i'llillg lllflllell' c
way has been preparing for the mani
which find gives
festation of His
belo eollseer.lteil
Love. His ill si step
lievers in our Lord
was in the sending
.lesus and which
of Ills Sou In die
I'liir.-them Into
for Adam's sin, un
as
family
iJod's
tier vt liieli the race
sons nnd enables
te
condemned
is
t h e m
more nnd
He
Soon
dentil
nmre to appreciate
a
will
J
Hie inlud of (bid
w h c h
K ii . lulu
:is epreseil in the
will bind Satan, re
II lb I.--1 ,
'.M
Itllt pie
lease Ii ii m unity
"
'"i h iiiy
U'liislv. the Pplr'l
froin the results of
lCi.iliid sin, '!
Th
ti
Th'nlujtnl" the" curse, ami reh"!y energy by
II
Iii
U III' Il II II
mUht l.e used of the
store all the willing
t
T.or.l to w rii...
do or to nay whatever
and obedient lo full perfection.
l
w
I.
the ord
Special Lessons For the Church.
Israel's First King Chosen.
God's cousecr.i fed people may es
Ill due lime, ihe people cnine togelh
pcclally learn lessons from Saul's
i
er to Samuel to have (In. Lord's v.ii!
They, like Saul, have been
t xprcancd In the i hoie(. of a kiiii:
nominated of God, not only to be kings,
Bmongst them. Again Samuel told but also to lie prlosts "a Itoyai Priest
thetn the dancers of leaving the sim
hood." As Saul wns anointed with oil,
fillelty of 'bid's arrmigement and tak
so the Itoynl Priesthood are anointed
Ing lip Willi the mnniirchlnl nrrunge-nientwith the Holy Spirit As the people
But, seeing that they still de
rejected Saul anil he waited patiently
lred a king, he acted for them and for Ihe Lord's time, so mankind are
drew lots, f ilial:- the lot fell upon not yet ready for tho Reign of the
8huI, as Samuel and Snul knew that Royul rrleathood, of which Jesus I
It would; for they believed that Ood's the Head; and God's time has not yet
come for the establishment of the
tinnd wns In tho matter.
Kingdom. Lessons of patience, hunilll
As the young man prnlmbly seven
ty nnd coiiildence In God are requisite
fnet tall, of athletic build w as brought
that, nfter enduring, they might In
forth he filled the p.sipl. 's Ideal. The
hcrlt the promUes.
rere rdf'n,'pd wilh Ood's t lmke.
Tm

cmu

klic.'.

lie

rlimioe
niniicxt

l

from

The Stevens Hammerless

lo

be given away lor answers to ihe circle puzzls
nj t rick or chance involved. Only accuracy and paticnie
required in solving this problem. Both old nnd new subscribers may enter. The ame closes April 3d, 1913

Oovint t3ne Circles
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Copyrighted, 1914.

The Problem

Mail This Coupon Today

The problem is to count the r. ire leu. Every circle in complete. There ure' no parts of circles or shams or deceptions
.f any sort in the puzzle. In the event that no one counts the
exact number, the prizes will be awarded for the nearest correct solutions. Accuracy and patience are the main requisites
(or nrriving at correct or nearest 'correct count. Those who
display these qualifications to the best advantage will solve
the puzzle best.

COUPON
Paso Morning l imes,
El Paso, Texas.
Gentlemen:
Without further obligation to me, kindly send me
full details regarding the Big Puzzle Problem, and oblige.
El

-

El

Paso Morning Times
HI

Paso, Texas

Name

. . .

Address.

Ten O'clock in thn forenoon, at
Notice, Of Sale
Whereas the District Court of the front door of the Curry
Curry County, New Mexico, on County Court House in Clovis,
the 9th. day of February, 1915, Curry County. New Mexico, sell
rendered judgment against E. F. at public auction, to the highest
Hard wick and Gustenia R. Hard-wic- bidder for cash, the following
in the sum of Seven Hun- described property,
The undivided
f
interdred Dollars as principal toin
N.
SecW.
the
of
quarter
est
gether with interest on the same
15, Township 4, North of
tion
at the rate of 12 per cent pur
annum, from August 2nd. 1913 Range 31 E. of the N. M. P. M.
to February 9th. 1915, and for in Curry County, N. M. ; the
interest,
the additional sum of Eighty said undivided
formerly
belonged
to
and
was
Dollars and Fifty cents with 6
Roy
by
L.
owned
now
Knowles.
xer cent interest thereon from
Tebruary 9th. 1915, as an at- deceased, of whom the above
torneys fee and a further judg- defendants are the heirs:
To satisfy said judgment and
ment that said judgment for
interest
thereon and all costs
principal and interest bear interand
attorney's
fees.
est from February 9th.. 1915,
Witness my hand this 24th.
until paid at the rate of 12 per
cent per annum, and that said day of Marc1, 1915.
E. H. Robinson,
judgment for Eighty Dollars and
Special Master.
Fifty cents, for attorney's fees
26-Mar.
16.
bear interest from February 9th.
1915, at the rate of 6 per cent
per annum and for costs, in a
THE COUNTY FAIR
foreclosure suit against the said
E. F. Hardwick and Gustenia R.
Hardwick, defendants, by Cash
Ramey, plaintiff, being cause
By Peter Radford
No. 814 in the District Court of
Lecturer Nutlunul Farmers' Union
Curry County, New Mexico, and
The farmer gets more out of the
fair than anyone else. The fair to a
the Court in said judgment and city
man
an entertainment; to a
decree, ordered and decreed that fanner It Isla education.
Let ui take a
the property of the said E. F, troll through the fair grounds and
Hardwick and Gustenia R. Hard linger a moment at few of the polnta
greatest Interest.
We will first
wick, hereinafter described, be of
vtait the mechanical departmeut and
sold according to law to satisfy bold communion with the world'a
said judgment and that E. H. greatest thinkers.
are now attending a con great of
Robinson is by the court appoint theYoumental
gianta In mechanical acl- ed Special Master to advertise ence ot all ages. They are addressing
and sell said property according you In tongues of iron and steel and
in language mute and powerful tell an
to law.
eloquent story of the world'a progress.
Now therefore, Notice is here- Tho lnveutive geniuses are the most
by given that I, the undersigned valuable farm hands we have and
Special Master, will on Monday, they perform an enduring service to
mankind. We can all help others for
May 10th., 1915, at the hour of a brief period while we live, but It
Ten O'clock in the forenoon, at takes a master mind to tower into the
reulm of science and light a torch of
the front door of the Curry progress
that will illunilnatu the pathCounty Court House in Clovis, way of civilization for future generaCurry County New Mexico, sell tions. The men who gave us the
sickle, the binder, the cotton gin and
at public auction to the highest hundreds
of other valuable Inventions
bidder for cash the following work In every field on eurth and will
continue their labors us long as time.
described property, to wit:
All of the Southwest quarter Their bright intellects have conquered
death and they will live and serve
(5W1-4- )
ot section Three (3) in mankind on und on forever, without
Township Three North of Range money and without price. They have
s how grand and noble it is
V,6 East, N. M. P. M. in Curry shown
to work for others; they huve also
County New Mexico:
taught us lessons in economy and effi
To satisfy said judgment and ciency, how to make one hour do tho
work of two or more; hnvo length.
interest thereon and all costs em
u
our
our
multiplied
and attorney's fees with interest opportunities lives,
and taken toll off the
on the judgement for said at- back of humanity.
k,

to-wi-

t:

one-hal-

one-hal-

f

The Clovis NEWS' Biggest Offer!
If you

will pay for one year's subscription to The Clovis News at once
you may take your choice of any club of magazines listed below. The price
of our paper including the magazines will be only $1.25.

What club of magazines do you want?
Cut out and mail with your remittance.

Club Number

Your Check or P. O. Money Order will do, or you may bring your order to our office
next time you come to town.
JHEGIMLEHOMAN

Life

Home

ii

I

Apr.

nicy are ute most practical men
torney's fees.
the world ever produce!.
in
Witness my hand this 24 day ventlons liavo stood the acidTheir
test of
utility and efficiency. Like all useful
of March. 1915.
men. they do not sock publicity, yet
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Whereas the District Court of FARMER RADFORD ON
Curry County, New Mexico, on
WOMAN SUFFRAGE
the 28th day of November, 1914.
v
The home Is the greatest contriburendered
judgement against
Walter Peter Van den Nort, tion of womenfa to the world, and the
hcurtlistoue
throne.
Our soAda Van den Nort and Beulah cial structure is her
OKxiMtmmooo
built around her, and
B. Knowles, defendants, to be social riimteousness Is in her charge.
satisfied out of the property Her beaut ful life lights the skies of
hope and her refinement is the charm
nerein described, in the princi- of twentieth century civilization. Her
pal sum of $381.70 together with graces and lnr power are the cumu- school nouBe should be the social unit,
interest on the same at the rate lative products of generations of properly equipped for nourinhing and Cast and Present.
Smut in Kafir Corn.
queenly coti.iucNt, and her crown of building character, so that the lives of
of 10 per cent per annum from exalted womanhood
is Jeweled with our people can properly function I dream a dream, 'tis of the
In the Kansas Experiment
August 1, 1912, to November 28. tho wisdom of saintly motlmrs. She around It and become supplied with
past,
Bulletin No. 198, pub
Station
1914. which
said interest is has been a great factor lu the glory the necessary elements ot human
And
is
I
this
what
April 1914. soma good
lisheil
see;
in
our
country, end her noble achieveof
thought nnd activity.
$89.06 and 10 per cent additional ment- should not
A prairie vast on every side,
be marred or her
poinis are given on the culture
on the cum of said interest and hallowed luliuvtice blighted by the
And Nature wild and free,
and feeding of kallir. Under
The Power of Advertising.
principal ipr attorney's fees, coarser duties of citizenship. Americoyote leaps across my trail, the heading. "Disease of Ktf-fir,- "
A
can chivalry should never permit her
The Influence of advertising Is clear
and a further judgment that to bear the burdens of defending
A buffalo appears;
we find two kinds of
and ly
In the homes and habits of
said judgment bear interest at maintaining government, but should thevisible
farmers, and the advertUtag col- And on and on I dream
smut.
One
kernel smut
is
the rate of 10 per cent per an preserve her unsullied from the allied umns of the press are making their
A
score
and
half
which
a
years.
of
grain
attacks
each
of politics, and protect her imprint upon the lives of our people.
num Irom Nov. 28th, 1914. until Influences
making it elongated in
from the weighty responsibilities of The farmer possesses the things that Jhen open I my eyes upon
paid and for cost, in a foreclos the sordid affairs of life that will are best advertised.
The scenes which are today,
shape and dirty in appearance.
ure suit against the said Walter crush her Ideals and lower her stand
The farmer la entitled to all the For 'tis the present now I see
In mashing a kernel thus af- ards. The motherhood of the farm advantages and deserves all the luxPeter Van den Nort and Ada Is
past,
flown
away,
our Inspiration, she Is the guardian
has
The
sected
it will be found a mass
uries of life. We need more art, sciVan den Nort and
Beulah B. of our domestic welfare and s guide ence
and useful facilities on the Behold where once the prairie of smut. The other, known as
Knowles, defendants, by Bynum to a higher life, but directing the af- farms, and many homes and farms
'
stretch'd head smut, affects the whole
fairs of government Is not within wo- are well balanced la this respect, but
B. Doughton, plaintiff,
being man's
wild
And
deer
sphere, and political gossip
rains, head and is similar to that
the
drank
can
the
advertiser
a
render
service
cause No. 762 in the District would causa her to neglect the home, by teaching
Our Clovis stands today-T- rie
found in corn. Doth of these
advantages of modern
the
Court of Curry County. New forget to mend our clothes and burn equipment throughout the columns of
Queen
all
of
smuts
are IhVe to arsnk all
Plains.
the
Mexico and the Court
the rural press.
in said the biscuits.
members o the or'gh'm family,
judgment and decree ordered
For Fire Insurance in best old though the lidve never been
RURAL SOCIAL CENTERS
Osborne Millinery had
and decreed that the property
found on nub, and no report
Opening Saturday. line Companies, See Curren has been made of them attackhereinafter described be sold acWe need social canters where our
Agency.
tf.
cording to law to satisfy said young
The spring: opening: of the
ing feterita.
people can be entertained,
Ama-rillo
judgment, and that E. H. Rob- amused and Instructed under the di- Osborne Millinery Store took
John H. Barry went to
No special remedy has b)en
Wednesday to bring back a found for the head smut, but
inson ia by the Court appointed rection of cultured, clean and com- place last Saturday. The store
petent
leadership,
where aesthetlo
Special Masterto advertise and surroundings
new four cylendar Studebaker the kernel smut has been
stir the love for the was thronged during- the aftersell said property, according to beautiful, where art charges the at- noon by ladies who tried on the car, which he will have for sale.
checked by treating
mosphere with inspiration and power, new
law;
Many
ifoykin
spring: creations.
Wed- the seed before planting with
Sid
Mrs.
left
J.
Innocent amusements instruct
Now therefore, Notice is here- and
hats were sold too, and the nesday for Mineral Wells, Texas, a solution of formalin (40 per
and brighten their lives.
by given that I. the undersignTo hold our young people on. the milliners have been busy as can where she will remain several cent formaldehyde) and water.
ed Special Master, will on Mon- farm we must make farm life more be, getting- ready for Easter weeks for the benefit of her Soak the seed one hour in a soas well as the business of
day, May 10th, at the hour of attractive
lution made in the proportion of
health.
forming more remunerative.
The ever since the opening.
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leading publishers
magazines have joined with us in one of the greatest subscription
SEVERAL ever put out in thisof country.
Through this combination everybody will be able to get a
yearly subscription to three magazines in combination with our weekly paper at practically
the price
of our paper alone. J In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
different
clubs. Each club has 3 magazines, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of
magathese
zines sell for as much as $1 a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading matter,
including History, Music, Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated
Current Events,
Home Decorations, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions, General Fanning, Dairy Farming.
Live Stock, Vegetables, Fruit and Poultry.
On account of the splendid contract we nave made with the publishers of these magasines, we are
able to vive oar reader a
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one or more of these mag.iine. tent to different addressee, ju.t mention It.
' TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS ABOUT THIS BIG OFFER
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one pound of formalin to 30
gallons of water. Dry the seed
immediately.
If they are to be planted at
once, dry sufficiently to drop
through the planter,
Ed Moars of thn Wears Phar
macy has purchaseJ a Dodge car

from Harry Stonehill,

who has

the agency. A car was also sold
to Triplett Bro3. of Texico.
The Clovis Creamery
and
Produce Co. have a complete
line of Garden and Field Seed
in bulk, for sale.
tf
W. J. Mathews, of near Texico, was in town attending the

farmers meeting last Thursday.
He reports everything looking
prosperous in his neighborhood.

J. S, Edwards, the Slaton
banker, who formerly resided
in Clovis and who owns extensive property interests here
was in town Saturday.
He
says that Slaton is fairly boom
ing and that about twenty
houses are in the course of erec-- .
tion there. Many people ara
settling in that country.
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The Trey Of Hearts
A Novelized Veriion of the Motion Picture Drama of the Same
I'roducod by the Universal Film Co.
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CHAPTER

XLIII.

Camp-fo- r

"Well, gfiits!" the driver observed
and
Ithdraw ing bead
cheerfully,
handB from long and Intimate communion wlili the Bluhborn genius be"I reckon you-al- l
neath the hood.
may's will inako up yore minds to
christen this hych salubrious spot
You won't be
goln' no fartln h not just 't present
Tulllng this old wagon through them
desert smuts hark yondeh has Just
naturally broke" the heart of that en
glne!"
"What, precisely, Is the trouble?"
Alan Law Inquired, rousing from anx
ious preoccupation.
"Plumb bust' nil to hell," the chauffeur explained tersely.
"Nothing could bo fnlrer, more exthan that,"
act and
Tom Harcus commented.
Law nodded a head too weary to
His
respond to the other's humor.
worried eyes reviewed the scene of
the breakdown.
"What's to be done?" Mr. Low won
dered nloud.
"Take It calm." the affable chauffeur
advised. "Krettin' won't get you-al- l
nothln'. If It was me, I'd call It
day, make a lire, got them cushions
out of the cyah, and get some rest.
You can't do nothln' till I get back
anyway, and that won't be much be
fore sunup.''
"Where are you going?" narcus de
manded.
"Walkin', friend; Just walkln' "
"What for?"
"To fetch help leastways, unless
yo've got some kirk comln' and 'ud
ruther stop hyeh permanent' "
He tuned off and busied himself
with preparations against his Journey
"It's imply things like this make
me believe this Isn't, after all, nothing more nor less than a
nightmare," Harms observed pensively.
Hut Mr. Iaw was no more attending: he had turned away and was Just
then standing by the running-boarof
eompri-hi'iislv-

.

lb Pietare

FioUitibIu

fe'r f

No Doubt Welch Came First In Hie
Esteem,

the motor car and civilly explaining
to Miss Judith Trine the purpose of
the chauffeur's expedition
Judith herself poised on the
running-boarami smiling down at
her victim with a warmth patently

even more than the warmth of friendship; and at some little distance, Rose,
Mr. Lew's fiancee ami Judith's sister,
eating her heart out with Jealousy of
this
Intimacy between her
later and her lover!
"Bad business, my friend'" Harcus
mentally apostrophized the unwitting
Alan Law.
He interrupted himself to nod knowingly and with profound conviction:
"I knew It. Now it begins again!"
For Rose had abruptly taken a band
fn the affair, a gesture of exasperation
prefacing ber call: "Alan!"
To ber Mr. Law turneo Instantly,
with such alacrity that none who
watched might doubt which of the two
women eame first In his esteem.
Nor waj this wasted upon the under

Nun

A,tt

Preeactiea

Broad daylight surprised then In
this state, still stubbornly traveling;
and shortly afterward showed them
one place so perilous that it shocked
them temporarily awake.
This was simply a spot where the
trail came abruptly to an end on one
side of a cleft in the hills quite thirty
feet wide and several hundred in
depth, and was continued on the farther side, the chasm being spanned by
a bridge of the simplest character
no more than a footway of boards
bound together with ropes none too
substantial in seeming, with another
rope, breast-high- ,
to serve aa a band-rai- l.

Joseph Vance

standing of Judith. Eyeing her narrowly though furtively, Mr. Barcus
saw her handsome face darken ominously.
And her father was as quick to
recognize these portents of trouble
and to seek to advantage himself of
them.
His head craned out horribly on bla
long, wasted neck as he pitched a
sibilant whisper for her ears, and his
face In the moonlight seemed to glow
with the reflection of that Inferno
which
in
evil
smoldered
his
bosom. . . .
But one was silenced, the other
quenched, all In a twinkling.
His
daughter turned on him In a flash of
Imperial rage.
Harcus caught snatches of the wom-

an's tirade.
"Be silent!" he heard' her say. "Be
silent, do you hear? Don't ever speak
to me again unless you want me to replace that gag. I say, don't speak to
me! . , . I am finished with you
once and for all time; never again
shall you pervert my nature to your
damnable purposes never again shall
word or wish of yours drive me to
lift my hand against a man who has
never done you the least harm, though
your persecution of htm would have
acquitted htm of a charge of manslaughter In any court on grounds of
. .
.
Understand me!"
she raged. "I'm through. Henceforth
I go my way, and you yours
."
.
.
Her voice broke. She clenched her
hands into two tight flats with the
effort at
and lifted a
wrlthen face to the moonlight.
"God help us both!" she cried.

Alan tested the bridge cautiously.
It bore him. He returned, helped Rose
to cross, and with ber once safely
landed on the other side, took his life
in his hands and, aided by a Barcua
unaffectedly
afflicted with qualms,
somehow or other (neither of them
knew precisely how) persuaded the
burros to cross.
Aftor that, though the way grew
more broad and easy and even showed
symptoms of a decline, they had not
enough strength left to sustain
through another hour.
And what they thought good fortune, opportunely at this pass, brought
them to a clearing dotted with the
buildings of an abandoned copper
mine. Not a soul was In evidence
there, but the rude structures offered
shelter for beast as well as man.
Barely had they made Rose as comfortable as might be upon the rough
plank flooring of one of the sheds
and tethered the burros out of sight,
when Alan collapsed as If drugged,
while Barcus, who had elected himself
to keep the first watch and purposed

numbing fingers, to work loose the
knots at Rose's wrists; but deep In
his heart he knew this to be nothing
but forlornest hope. . . .
with lntlnite pains be bad con
trlved to bridge the distance by half,
or possibly not quite so much, when
a dark body put the sunlight of the
open doorway into temporary eclipse.
Another followed it. Boots clumped
heavily on the flooring.
Tho laugh
sounded again, apparently In Ironic ap
preciation of Mr. Barcus' efforts. Two
pairs of hands seized him, one bo
neath the shoulders, the other be
neath the kneeB, and he was lugged
laboriously out Into the sunlight, car
ried a considerable distance, and do
posited unceremoniously within a few
feet of the mouth of the abandoned
mine just at the moment when he bad
purpose
satisfied himself that the
of his captors was simply to throw
him Into the black well.
Ho wasted a look of appeal on the
frozen mask of villainy that was Mar- rophat'a (who bore the burden of Bar
cue' head and shoulders) and got
laughed at for all his pains.
Then he was left to himself once
more, but only for a few moments;
the interval ended when the two appeared again, this time bringing Rose
in similar fashion.
Not until she had been put down be
side him did he discover that Alan
was likewise a captive trussed to
tree at some distance.
The remaining
arrangements of
their captors were swiftly and deftly
consummated, though their design re
mained obscure to Mr. Harcus until
he, after Rose, was dumped like a bale
Into a huge bucket, and therein by
means of rope and windlass lowered

fry

CHAPTER XLIV.
As In a Glass, Darkly,
Thoughtfully Mr. Harcus returned
bis attention to the lovers.
If the evidence of his senses did not
mislead him, he was witnessing their
first difference of opinion. It was not
an argument acute enough to deserve
tho name of quarrel; but undoubtedly
the two were at odds upon some questionHose Insistent, Alan reluctant.
The last gave way in the end,
shrugged, returned to tho car.
"I'm going bark up the trail," be
announced, and hesitated oddly.
"Keeling the need of some little exercise, no doubt," Barcus suggested.
"Robb thinks It's dangerous to stop
here," Alan began to explain, ignoring
the Interruption.
"Miss Rose Is right eh, Miss Judith?" Barcus interpolated.
Judith nodded darkly.
"So I'm going to see if I can't buy
burros from the proopector back there.
Rose says he has some doesn't know
how many "
"Three will be enough," Judith Interposed. "I mean, don't get one for me.
I'm stopping here."
"But " Alan started to protest.
She gave blm pause with a weary
gesture.
"Please!
It's no good arguing, Mr.
Law: I've made up my mind; I ran be
most helpful here, by my father's
side," she asserted, and nodded at
Trine with a significant smile that
maddened hint. "He needs me and
no harm ran come to me; I'm pretty
well able to take care of myself!"
This, then, must have been the nub
of tho lovers' quarrel: Rose's insist
ence that Judith be left behind, Alan's
reluctance to consent to this lest he
convict himself of the charge of rank
Ingratitude, remembering the great
service his erstwhile antagonist had
done him.
If only Judith might not II ml cause
to change her mind!
He set himself sedulously to divert
Judith with the magic of his conversational powers- - an offering Indifferent
ly received.
He was still blithely
gossiping when Judith flung away to
her sister's side.
The ensuing quarrel seemed but the
more portentous In view of the re
straint imposed upon themselves by
both parties thereto.
He believed, however, that a crisis
Impended when the tinkle of mule-bell- s
sounded down the canyon road;
and at this he threw discretion to the
winds and ran toward the two with
hands upheld in mock horror and a
manner of humorous protest.
"Indies, ladles!" he pleaded. "1
beg of you both, let dogs delight to
bark and bite "
He got no farther: Judith's ears
were as quick as his own; she, too,
had caught the sound of bells behind
the base of the hill. And of a sudden,
without another word, she turned and
flung away into the heavy thickets of
undergrowth that masked all the canyon, to either side of the wagon-trail- .
In a twinkling she had lost herself to
view In their labyrinthine shadows.
The remainder of that business was
transacted rapidly enough. There
were no preparations to be made;
once Alan had ridden up with his
three burros, nothing remained but to
mount and make off without delay.
Before morning they were all rid
ing like so many hypnotised subjects.
fatigue bearing so heavily on all their
senses that none spoke or cared to
speak.

and crevices In March of some war once and for all ttma, la the apace or
of forcing It . . .
a second, annihilated by an explosion,
"Barcus old man!"
than to die thus Ungerlngly.
"Yes?"
On this consideration, be drew Rose
"Have you any idea "
with him back to the bulkhead.
"Devil a one!"
When they had been some fifteen
A pause , . .
minutes beside the bulkhead, the wa"Did you notice what that black ter mounted the head of a slight
guard had fixed up?"
ten feet behind them, and)
"What do you mean?"
"Why at the bottom of the shaft
I got only a glimpse coming in the
door of the powder room was open,
and I saw a fuse set to the top of a
keg of blasting powder . . ."
"What'B the good of that? We're
fast enough as It is!"
"Simply to make assurance doubly
sure by causing a cave-i. . ."
"I seem to remember hearing or
reading, some place, that tunnels have
two ends. If that's true, the far end
of thlB ought to be about the safest
place when that explosion happens
if it ever does."
"Something In that!"
"Got any matches?"
Harcus Inquired, as Alan hurriedly helped Robb
to her feet.
"Never one."
"Nor I. We'll have to feel our way
along. Let me lead. If I step over the
brink of a pit or anything, I'll try to
yell and warn you In time."
Alan caught his friend's hand In
passing and pressed it warmly a caress eloquent of his gratitude to Harcus for taking their peril lightly, or
pretending to, for the sake of Hoso.
A ticklish business, thnt groping
their way through blackness so
opaque that It seemed as palpable as
a pool of Ink. And haste was' Indicated: they stumbled on with what
caution was possible against pitfalls
a gingerly scramble. Then an elbow
In the tunnel sensed rather than felt
or seen cut them off from dlroct
with the bulkhend,
communication
and at the same time opened up a
shaft of daylight, striking down
through that pitchy darkness like a
column of fine gold.
Cries of Joy, amazement. Incredulity
choking In their throats, they stumbled forward, gained the spot Immediately helow the shaft, looked upward,
dazzled, to sne blue sky like a coin of
heaven's minting far above them, at
the end of a long and almost perpendicular tunnel, wide enough to permit
the passage of a man's body, and lined
with wooden ladders.
The' end of thn lowermost ladder
hung within easy reach from (ho floor
of the tunnel.
But even ns Alnn lifted his hands to
grasp the bottom rung the opening nt
the top of the shaft was temporarily
obscured.
Thrilled with apprehension, he hesl
tated: Marrophat was up there, he lit
tie doubted; hardly like that one to
In preparing
overlook the ladder-shafthe tunnel to be a living tomb.
"What is It?" Rose demanded at his
elbow, in a shaken whisper.
'Nothing," he lied Instantly, and
seizing tho bottom rung, swung him
self up. "Hut wait for mo till I signal
the roast's clear." he warned before
committing himself finally to tho as
cent.
Marrophat or no Mnrrophat at the
top, there was nothing for him to do
but to grasp the nettlo danger with a
steady hand, unflinching. Kven though
he were shot dead on emerging from
the shaft, It were better than to din
down there, like a rat in a trap. .
He had climbed not more than half
dozen rungs when a voice hailed
from above:
Oh, Mister I.aw. I say don't
come up here s a present for you.
Pausing without answer, he looked
up. A few drops of water splattered
his fare, like heavy rain. Almost Im
mediately the blue sky was per
manently eclipsed: a heavy cascade of
water, almost a solid column, shot
down the shaft with terrific force.
and wholly dazed, he
felt himself picked up and dragged
away from the waterfall.
Then, as his senses cleared, he com
prehended the fact that the tunnel
was already filling; thnt where they
stood It was already ankle doep; while
thn water continued to fall without
hint of letup.
n
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doing It In a sitting position, with
,
felt
his back against the
sleep overcoming him like a dense,
dark cloud.
door-Jamb-

CHAPTER XLV.
The Bowels of the Earth.
Awaking befell Mr, Barcus in a
fashion sufficiently sharp and startling
to render him indifferent to the beneficial effects of some eight hours of
dreamless slumber.
lie discovered himself lying flat on
his face, with somebody's Inconsider
ate, heavy hand purposely grinding the
said fuce Into the aged and splintery
planka of the shed flooring. At tho
same time other hands were busy
binding his own together by the
wrists and lashing the same to the
small of his back by means of a cord
passed around his middle, while his
natural if somewhat spasmodic efforts
to kick were sadly hampered by tho
fact that his ankles had already been
secured by means of half a dozen
and a square knot.
Ills hands attended to, his head was
Promptly he lifted It and
released.
essayed to yell; an effort rendered
abortive by the gag that was thrust
between bis teeth the Instant h!s
jaws opened.
Then he heard a laugh, a cold,
mirthless chuckle.
Now the blood of Thomas Harcus
ran cold (or he thought It did; which
amounts to much the same thing).
For if his senses had played fair, the
laugh he had beard was the laugh of
l
In the servMr. Marrophat,
ice of Seneca Trine.
He twisted his head to one side
and glancing along the floor, saw nothing but the wall.
Twisted the other
way, at the cost of a splinter In his
nose, the effort was repaid by the discovery of Rose Trine In a plight like
his own wrists and ankles bound,
gagged Into the bargain the width of
the shed between them.
But of Alan Law, no sign. . . .
The heart of Mr. Barcus checked
momentarily; be shut his eyes and
shivered In an uncontrollable seizure
of dread.
Then, tormented beyond endurance
by the fears be suffered for the safety
of his friend, he began to wriggle and
squirm like a crippled snake, painfully Inching his way across the floor
toward Roee with what design, heaven alone knows! Dimly his mental vision comprehended the bare possibility of bis being able, with bis fast- half-hitch-

head-devi-

In Impotent

Rags.

to the bottom of the shaft a descent,
he estimated shrewdly, of something
like a hundred feet.
A hideous screeching followed, the
protests of rusty and greaseless ma
chlnery.
Twisting his neck, Barcus
saw the dim opening of the shaft
slowly closing, as If a curtain were
being drawn down over It. Jimmy
was closing the bulkhead dour, leaving them definitely prisoners, beyond
human aid. there in that everlasting
black hole. . , .
With a fl mi squeal and thump the
bulkhead settled Into place. A confusion of remote sounds thereafter Indicated Hint Jimmy (with, perhaps,
Marrophut s assistance) was making
the bulkhend fast beyond question
wedging and blocking it with timbers.
These ceased and the silence waB
broken by Alttn's voice.
"Harcus!"
The latter grunted sonlfiilly by way
of answer: he could do no more.
"I've worked my gag loose," Alan
CHAPTER XLVI.
pursued In a hurried whisper, "but my
hands are tied behind my back. Are
Flood and Fire.
Screaming to make himself heard
yours? tJrunt once for 'yes'."
Dutifully Uracils grunted a solitary above the roar of the deluge, Harms
grunt.
yammered In Alan's ear:
"Then roll over on your face and
That devil! He's found the reser
give me a chance to work them free voiropened the sluicegates turned
that way, given time
it Into that shaft! We're done for!
"Time!" was the mirthless thought Alan had no argument with which to
of Barcus. "Haven't we got all eter- gainsay him. Silently getting on hi
nity?"
,
feet, silently he groped for Hose In the
For all that, he wasted no time darkness, momentarily becoming more
whatever In obeying Alan's suggestion dense as the fall of water shut out
then lay for upward of ten mlr..ites the light, and drew her1 away with him,
with his fane In the mold of the tunnel uptho slight Incline that led back to
while Alan chewed and spat and the bulkhead.
.
.
chewed and spat and chewed again at
The water mounted rapidly. With
the ropes round the wrists of his n nve minutes It drove them back to
friend.
the elbow In the tunnel; within ten It
If It were In truth uo more than ten lapped their ankles as they lingered
minutes It seemed upward of an hour there, doubting which was the greater
before the bonds grow Black and Bar peril, to advance or to stand fast and
cits with an effort that cost him much let the flooding tide snuff out the fires
of the skin on one wrist worried a of life. To return to the neighborhand free, than loosed the other, re- hood of the bulkhead was to court the
moved and spat out his gag, and set death Indicated by the fuse and the
hastily about freeing his friend. That keg of blasting powder . . .
Of a sudden the thought crossed
took but a few Instants little more
than was needed to rid Rose of her Alan's mind that Marrophat bad arranged the latter solely to keep them
bonds.
That much accomplished, a pause away from the bulkhead. Now that he
of profound consternation followed. thought of it, he felt certain that the
The darkness was absolute In the tun powder room had been deliberately
nel, Jimmy having taken the candle disclosed to him by Jimmy.
Probably, then, the keg and fuse
away with htm; and It silence was
rendered uncanny by the sobs and mur- were but . stage properties or posmurs of the lovers, that sounded some- sibly . . .
Whether or no. was death In one
how fearfully remote and Inhuman to
Barcus who bad turned Immediately form preferable to the other?
He was decidedly of the opinion
to the bulkhead and was, without the
lightest hope, groping about It Joints that It were better to be extinguished

..."

.

poured down In ever deeper volume
to back up against the barrier.
It was waist deep, howover, before
they retreated to the head of that
rise.
more It hod
In fifteen minute
reached their chins. And they stood
with head against the roof of the tunnel.
Holding Rose close to him, Alan
kissed her lips, that were as cold aa
death.
Then, fumbling under water, be
found the hand of the mnn at his side.
The water lapped bis Hps like a
blind hand . . .
e

e

e

e

e

e
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In the tunnel that branched off from
the main shaft, beyond the bulkhead,
some thirty minutes before this Juncture, a candle had guttered In Its stink.
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Alan Negotiates

for the Burros.

left carelessly thrust into the wall by
Marniihat's lieutenant, and guttering.
had dropped a flaming wick into a lit- le heap of hone dry debris. This last
flamed, Hi ked hungrily ut the timbering that upheld the falls of the tunnel.
The timbering caught lire without de
lay.
In a Siiii
of time incredibly
brief the Haines were spreading right
and left, the tunnel was a vault of
blistering fury.
As Alan said his last mute lurewell
to Uiise and Harcus. the lire spread
out In the bottom of the shaft and invaded the powder room.
Alan had guessed uiight at Murro-phutdesign; the keg of blasting powder was less than an eighth lull; lla
explosion could not possibly have effected tho cave-IAlan had at first
fea red.
Hut what Marrophat had overlooked
was the proximity to the keg of
slicks of dynamite, masked by
a tllin of earth that had fallen from
the crumbling walls.
When the blazing fuse dropped
sparks Into the blasting powder this
last exploded right willingly and the
dynamite took Its cum without the
least delay.
The resultant detonation was
The bulkhead was crushed In
like an eggshell barrier. Part of th
walls fell in. but the tunnels and shaft
remained Intact. The released Hood
streamed out and spread swiftly to the
farthest recesses of the burning tunnel. Dense clouds of steam lilled that
place of terror ns the fires were extinguished.
Swept with the stream as it poured
out of the tunnel, Alnn contrived
throughout to retain his hold round
the waist of Rose. Harcus shot past
him unseen in the darkness.
It was
not until Alan hnd contrived to catch
an iinliiirned timber and stay himself
and his almost witless burden beneath
the mouth of the shaft that he discovered Harcus alive, It almost unrecognizable in his mask of mold and soot,
battling back toward the shaft against
the kneoileep tide.
and stilled as he was by
the reek of steam and powder fumes,
Alan struggled with himself until his
wits were passably clear.
Immediately before him dangled the
hoisting bucket and rope.
Surrendering the care of Hose to
Barcus. Alan climbed Into the bucket
and stared upward, examining the
walls of the shaft for a way to the
top.
There was none other than the most
difficult; gaps too great to be bridged
by climbing showed In the wooden
ludders.
The one feasible route was via the
rope. And there was nobody at the
top to work the windlass and Aluo
hoped there would bo nobody to oppose his essay.
He addressed himself lo the task
without murmuring lifted himself up
on the rope, wound It round one leg,
and began that heartbreaking climb.
How he accomplished It he never
knew. That It must be accomplished
was his one,
thought
And somehow, by some almost super
human effort, It was eventually accomplished.
He arrived at the top of the shaft
far too exhausted to show surprise
when, falling In
condition within two feet of the brink, he
aw Judith Trine running like mad
across the clearing.
But without ber aid he would nol
within hours have been able to work
the windlass and lift Rose and Bar
cus to the surface.
's
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If tongue
Mother!
coated, give "California
SyrupofJFigs."

it

Look,

Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses the tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.

Finally Restored To Health
By Lydia E. Pinkhim's
Vegetable Compound.
City Called Washington

Is Not Known to the Law

A child simply will not stop playing

to empty the bowels, and the result Is WASHINGTON. It cannot be proved by the census office that anyone lives
Congress convenes there, but knows the
they become tightly clogged with If in a city called Washington.
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach city not Verily, Washington is a literal example of what a wit once called
lioston, "a stale of mind," and only by
sours, then your little one bocomes
a man or a postal guide can Its ex,
cross,
feverish, don't eat.
istence be proved.
sleep or act naturally, breath Is bad,
Time was, however, when there
system full of cold, has sore throat,
was a City of Washington, with destomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen,
fined limits, a charter and a city govMother! See If tongue Is coated, then
ernment,
but since the abolishing of
give a teaspoonful
"California
of
in 1871 and the establishcharter
the
Syrup ot Figs," and In a few hours all
ment of the territorial form of
the constlpnted waste, sour bile and
In the District It is an actual
undigested food passes out of the sys- I :f- V
Jf til LVt Viv
fact that Washington has no legal
tem, and you have a well child again.
existence, no government, no proper
Millions of mothers give "California
ty, no citizens; that the city, which
Syrup ot Figs" because It Is perfectly
early days as a memorial to the first president
harmless; children love it, and It nev- was dreamed of in the
United States, Is called Washington only by courtesy.
er fails to act on the stomach, liver of the
There are only two business transactions that concern the city as a city;
ti&sststote. andAskbowels.
you can buy a, railroad ticket or mail a letter to or from Washington.
bottle
at the store for a
People will tell you offhand that Washington 1b coterminous with the
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
Watching the Tlet and Rail.
cf Columbia. That Is a resonnble conclusion, but it Is not supported
has full directions for babies, children District
grown-up- s
plainly by any legal definition; and, moreover, there Is no specific authority for the
ages
of
and
for
all
origin of tills name as applied to the federal territory.
PRESERVATION OF TIES is then forced back Into the supply printed on the bottle. Adv.
It is understood that legislation is about to bo Introduced to change all
tank by compressed air and the tram-car- s
A good camel will travel 100 miles a this, fathered by one who contends that It was Intended from the very begindrawn, their places Immediately
ning that the federal capital bear tho name of Washington; wherefore, if
being taken by another train. When day for ten days.
IMPORMATTER HAS BECOME
the District of Columbia and thn federal capital are synonymous, the former
tho ties have suftlclently cooled
TANT TO RAILROADS.
term is a corruption which has crept In and should be discarded.
(which takes place very quickly), SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
The idea is to formulate a bill demanding that the words District of
they are transferred from tne trams
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY ITI Columbia isliull be struck out of all legislation concerning the federal capital
to rnllroad cars and forwarded to secand the words Washington City be inserted in their place.
Chemicals Called to Aid In Lengthen- tions on the line where needed.
Keep Your Locks Youthful, Dark,
ing the Life of Indlipentable

was in a terrible
Bellevue, Ohlo.-- "I
state before I took Lydla E. Pinkham'i

Vegetable
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for Engineering Skill That Rivals
That Displayed by Engineer
of Panama Canal,

The tree question it of carious Import to the railroad! of the country.
have for many year
Our forest
"When tho historian of the ages
boon stripped of their tree at an
alarming rate, and as a consequence writes the Btory of tho Panama canal,
doubtlss Include that great
the price of logs In tho rough and he willamong
the wonders of the
lumber, dressed and undressed, has work
I
dvanred by leaps and bounds. 3d mo modern world, but doubt if tho building
greater than thu
canal
is
of
the
to
have
endeavored
of tho railroads
meet tho situation by planting trees construction of the AluKkun railroads
along the right of way, but with in- will be," said Col. W. P. Richardson,
different Buccesa. Many of them hnvo the "road builder" of Alaska, while on
to buy ties from along the lines of a visit to Washington. "Tlio construcother roads, but up to tho present tion of tho l'nnama canal has bi'en a
tlnio tho Ilaltlmore & Ohio hns been wonderful work, and tho engineers,
able to secure a sufficiency along Its the sanitary officers, and operators
deserve all the credit that can be
O' n route, not, however, at anything
Ilk the favorable prices which ob- given them; but after all, the building
tained ten or fifteen years ago. Hence of tlie canal was merely a big engithe motive In conserving the timber neering coiiHtructlon and sanitary unThe men who built the
belts by practicing greater economy dertaking.
In tho uses thereof, and to preserve canal knew they had to cut through
by the Injection of chemicals that tons of earth and clean up the country
and solve engineering problems as
which they are forced to buy.
The annual requirements of tho they went along.
"Up In Alaska it Is an entirely dlf- Baltimore & Ohio for renewals alono
undertaking.
Tho mere build'
'rrel"
ties,
2.nnn.nm
which
Involve
for
are
this one Item of track maintenance ing or rauroaus woiua noi do a oir
flcult task, but the construction of tho
an expenditure
of approximately
Alaskan railroads involves not only
ll.fiOO.OOO a year for the material delivered at the nenrest s'dlng to thn the surveying of lilies, the laying of
woods from which it Is cut. The tie ties, and the building of roadbeds, but
par excellence Is of white oak, but j It nieana the development of an un- the red oak family Is largely UBod known country. Alaska is unknown,
and the preservation system used at except superficially. The building of
Green Spring, Mil , enables the com railroads Is a big job, but the conpany to employ large quantities of struction work Is only the beginning,
pine, beech, gum, maple, elm and ash. and, In my opinion, when the railroads
These latter woods have hitherto of Alaska have been completed, under
supervision, ownership,
been considered too fragile and the government
period of their longevity too brief to or otherwise, the historian will write
warrant employment, especially un- that the Job was a big, If not bigger,
der henvy traffic. For In grounding thnn the building of the Panama
ties, matter of frequent removals and canal."
replacements, due to early decay. InRich Land Unexplored.
volved an enormous outlay for labor
Andros Island, among tho Itahamas,
Now, however, all of the
account.
woods named can be, and are being, Is 9(1 miles In length and 20 to 10 miles
successfully find economically used In breadth, and most of its extensive
area has never been explored. It is
by the Italtlmore & Ohio.
wilderness, Inhabited
The treatment given ties at Green an unbroken
8irlng Is what la known as the Card solely by about 3..100 negroes. It has
process, named after the Inventor. great forests, seldom penetrated by
The Ingredients of the composition white men, of mahogany, mastic,
In which the wood Is saturated are ebony, logwood and cedur; swamps,
nine chloride and coal tar creosote. creeks and bayous teeming with wild
The average quantity absorbed Is fowl, Including the flamingo, which is
half a pound of zinc chloride and found here In vaxt numbers. No reul
three pounds of creosote per cubic effort has been made to exploit its refoot of timber. Tho cost of treatment sources. It Is said to be the only one
cents a tie, In- of tho nahamns which has running
la about twenty-fivstreams of water, and Is surrounded
clusive of lnbor, composition,
of plant and Interest on by a series of barrier reefs, which pro
the Investment. The average life of vide sheltered waters ideal for yachtred oak tie Is about eight years, ing. It Is a splendid field for the sportsand Its Initial cost Is in the neighbor- man.
hood of sixty cents. The treated tie
costing 85 cents complete will last
Brave Deed of Fireman.
girl had a narrow
A
from fifteen to twenty years.
The Green Spring plant has a ca- escape from death on the track ot
pacity of 100,000 treated ties per tho Houston & Texas Central rail
month, working 24 hours a day. Its road at Corslcana, Tex. The child.
principal feature consists of two huge was walking along tho track of th
cylindrical retorts, ench 132 feet long road directly In front of the switch
and seven feet In dlnmeter. They are engine. Whon discovered by the train
equipped with heating colls and per- men they were within a few feet ol
forated pipes, and are built of steel tho little girl, and the whistle blew
of an Inch thick and the child seemed not to hear it
plates
with a working pressure of 175 The firemnn stepped to the foot
pounds to the square inch. In these board, reached around the drawhead
retorts Is accomplished the actual work caught the child and threw her from
of tie preservation. The ties are load- the track and the engineer caughl
ed on steel tram cars, which are run her and lifted her out of danger
Into the retorts, 1n the bottom of When the fireman took hold of th
which are laid permanent tracks of child the engine was within six incite!
gauge Each retort will con- of ber.
tain eight trams bearing 325 ties.
No Business for Railroad Line,
When placed and the retorts sealed,
A remarkable Instance of railroad
solution at a temthe
perature of 190 degrees Is passed into building where no trafllc was to bt
the cylinders by gravity from two obtained Is found In Scotland, In the
line. It wai
steel tanks with a holding capacity Paisley and
authorized by parliament In 1897 and
h
of 68,000 gallons each, through a
From th
was finally completed.
supply pipe.
Centrifugal pumps are then set In day of its completion to the present
motion to keep the solution In a con- not a single train has ever run ovet
stant state of agitation In order to the line.
effect a uniform absorption by proOrnamented Fly Trap.
portion of each chemical by the timber, A gauge on the solution tank
With an eye to the artistic a Con
Indicates when the desired amount of necttcut inventor has patented a J
absorption has been attained, which trap In the form ot a vase for artl
la accomplished In about six hours. flcial flowers, flies being attracted tc
The solution remaining In the retorts a Mould oolaon In Its bate.
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Glossy and Thick With Garden
,
8age and 8ulphur.

Made-in-Americ-

for the Coast

Flags

a"

Guard

being;. well and
After

strong--

.

taki-

ng- Lydia E. Pink- barn's Vegetable Compound I Improved
rapidly and today am a well woman. I
cannot tell you how happy I feel and I
cannot say too much for your Compound.

1

Would not be without it in the house if
it cost three times the amount" Mrs.
Chas. Chapman, R. F. D. No. 7, Bellevue, Ohio.

Woman's Precious; Gift.
The one which slio slioulJ most
guard, is her health, but it le
the one most often neglected, until
some ailment peculiur to her sex has
fastened itself upon her. When so affected such women mny rely upon Lydia
E. Pinkham'i Vegetable Compound, a
remedy that has been wonderfully euo
cessful in restoring health to suffering
eeal-ous- ly

Women.

If you have tlin slightest douht
that Lydln K. Pink hum's Vegetable Compound will help you, writ
toLyrilitlC.Pinkliam Medlelnct'o.
(conlhlentinl) Lynn.Mass., for
Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held lu strict confidence.
twl-vlc-

When you darken your hair with
Sage Tea and Sulphur, no one can
tell, because It's done so naturally, so
evenly.
Preparing
this
mixture,
though, at borne Is mussy and troublesome. For CO cents you can buy at
any drug store tho ready
tonlo
called "Wyeth's Sago and Sulphur
Hair Remedy." You Just dampen a
sponge or soft brush with it and
draw this through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time, Ily morning nil grey hair disappears, and, after
another application or two, your hair
becomes beautifully darkened, gloBsy
You will also disand luxuriunt.
cover dandruff Is gone and balr has
stopped falling.
Gray, faded hair, though no disgrace, is a sign of old ago, and as we
all desire a youthful and attractive appearance, get busy at once with Wyeth's Sago and Sulphur and look years
younger. Adv.
e

flags may be substituted for the bunting that now

"RJI

The coast guard Is exHies from coast guard cutters and stations.
perimenting with flags of cotton material, with the possibility of substituting

cotton flags for the bunting flags
bearing the devices of tho revenue
services, as
cutter and
fast as they wear out and ore retired

A

d m

from service. The cotton flags may
also replace the signal flags on coast
guard cutlers, If the tests being made
meet with approval.
The bunting flaps, when wet and
froen, conditions that are accompanied by strong wind, lire frazzled
out on the ends quickly, and are soon
It Is claimed for tlia
unserviceable.
cotton flags that they will weather these conditions and bo nearly as good as
ever. Also, the cotton flag costs about hulf as much as the bunting flag; a
considerable Item of expense, where there aro "29 flngs flying dally, as
many more In shlpholds and Btntlon lofts, and also 17,00(1 signal flags, count
ing sets In use and those In reserve, owned by the coast guard.
There are 44 coast guard cutters In service, and most of them having
one or more extra flags besides the one flying from the peak. A flag is flying
dally from each of the 2S5 coast guard stations on shore, and perhaps as
many more are held in reserve. Each coast guard cutter carries at least
CAN NOT BE MADE TO ORDER
twenty-sisignal flags of the international code, making a full set.
service will con
The flags of the former revenue cutter and
Man Who Knows Points Out That
tlnue In use on cutter and station until they wear out. All tho new flags will
Scientific Discoveries Are Not
bear the title, "United Stntes Coast Guard," Instead of the former appellaManufactured.
tions. It tnny be years before the last Hag representative of the older services Is disposed of.
"There Is a widespread but erroneous belief In official circles, and among
wealthy philanthropists," writes Sir
Long Honeymoon Trip
Office
on
Ray Lankester In the London Dally
Telegraph, "to the effect that you can
hire a scientific discoverer and then
OFFICE INSPECTOR E. P. SMITH walked Into the office of Chief
say to him, 'Discover me this' or 'Dis- POST
Joe P. Johnston the other day as the head of the postal secret
poscover me that' (naming to him a
service was perusing the list qf post offices that had not been checked up.
sible and greatly desired piece of new
In the list the chief 'found the
knowledge), and that he will therefourth-clasoffice on the Island ot
f7HS WILL
!"
0-f!upon proceed right away to make the
Guam, the only federal postal station
discovery which you want. . . . Hut
InvestigaIn this Insular possession.
valuable and Important scientific distion had disclosed that no inspection
covery cannot be produced directly In
had been made of the office since
response to orders given and money
Although it is a
1908 six years.
expended.
small office one of the very smallest
"You run not manufacture scientific
In the chain of thousands, the law rediscovery like soap. The great
-- Tlkltr
quires that the postmaster be checked
l- tM
In tln first place, is to catch
up annually.
y-Z&that rare and evasive creature a
"It seems that we have neglected
r
sT,fri-RGuam," mused Johnston.
scientific discoverer and when you
have found him you have to humor
"Neglected who!" inquired Smith.
him and let him do as he fancies.
"Guam," repeated the chief. "How long will it take you to get ready
Then he will discover things, but to go there!"
probably not the things which either
"I am ready,'' answered Smith, figuring that he was to be dispatched
you or he wnnted or expected."
on an ordinary journey. "Where is it!"
"On the other side of the world," sulci Johnston, without cracking a smile.
You
"Hi tter go home and pack up. You will need a trunk for this trip.
Explanatory.
thousand miles before you get back."
will cover about twenty-liv.Ilggs
why
looks
Mrs.
"I wonder
Smith, like a good reporter, did as he was told. When be returned In
iucIi a leaden color."
morning he was accompanied by a pretty little woman.
tho
"She Bays she has plumbago."
"My wife," ho said. Introducing Mrs. Smith to his chief. "If you have no
objections I will take her with me. I will pay her expenses. We never have
STRENGTH.
had a real honeymoon trip and this looks like a real chance."
Without Overloading The Stomach.
Chief Johnston gave his consent and in a few minutes the gleeful Smiths
were on the way to Union station.
needs
especially,
man,
The business
It probably will take Smith about one day to check up the accounts ol
fool in the morning that will not over- Postmaster II. F. Duarte of Guam.
vigload tbo stomach, but give mental
or for the day.
Much depends on the start a man
Thanksgiving Bird
Will Conserve
gets each day as to how he may ex- Uncle
pect to accomplish the work on haud.
He can't bo alert v. 1th a heavy,
the American turkey is to play as Important a part in the Thanksgiving
potatoes breakfast, requiring
and
Christmas feasts of the future as it has in the past, people of the
digesting
It.
a lot of vital energy in
United
States must learn more about the methods of raising this great
A Calif, business man found a food
bird, according to the ex
domestic
combination for producing energy. Ho perts of
the United States department
AnoTHER one
writes:
At the present time
of agriculture.
"For years I was uuuble to find a the turkey is considered one of the I WONDER, WHAT
breakfast food that had nutrition
i niLLIN EH
of any of the members of the
enough to sustain a business mar. hardest
poultry family to raise. Disease kills
stomach,
overloading
cauJ
his
without
off many every year, and this fact
ing Indigestion and kindred ailments
is said to be the principal cause for
"Being a very busy and also a ven frequent shortage of supply
and the
nervous man, I bad about decided to variation in price which Is obserwd
give up brcakfust altogether. Hut luck- by housewives when conducting their
ily 1 was Induced to try Crape-Nuts- .
marketing.
"Since that morning 1 have been a
The federal bureau of animal Innew man; can work without tiring, dustry has sent Andrew Weiant. one of Its scientific assistants, on a survey
my head Is clear and my nerves strong
which will cover the whole country and which will Include a thorough study
and quiet.
ot methods of management, not only of turkeys, but also of guinea fowl. The
Crape-Nut"1 find that
with a little guinea fowl is occupying a more and more Important place as an article of
sugar and a small quantity of cold food because of the fact that It has taken the place or game in many parts
milk, makes a delicious morning meal o' '.he country w here wild game birds have become scarce.
which invigorates me for the day's
Mr Weiant will travel through all the sections of the country where
business."
turkey raising has been developed as an Industry. The government's expert
Name given by Postum Co., Batth will study not only methods of management In the different sections, but will
Creek, Mich. Read, "The Road to Well look Into the cause of the great loss In turkeys. The principal cause. It is
vllle," In pkgs There's a Reason."
and the
generally known, is the peculiar disease known as "black-head,- "
Ever re4 fa aaava Inter? A aei agricultural department's expert will study the methods of management
aaa aaaoara from tlma
time rae
ara
tra aaa fall af kaaaar which bare been put Into operation to check the spread of Ibis disease.
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A Soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed

For Douches

In the local treatment of woman's ills,
inch aa leucorrhnes and iiillaniiiistton, but
douches ol Paxtlne are Very eUlcacious.
Ho woman who has ever useil tnedicutril
dourhes will fail to appreciate the clean and
healthy condition Paxtine produces ami the
prompt relief from snrenexs anil discomfort
Which follows iu use. Tula Is because I'm tine
iKMMMea
superior cleansing;, disinfect
lug ana nnaiing properties.
For ten years the Lydia E. f.
uiKiiam mouuTino to. iih reo.
ommemleil Paxtlne in tliulr
private correspond nurs with
which proves its superiority. Women who have been
relieved say it is " worth Its
Weielit in Bold." At HrucL'laU.
.

1

wo-ni- n,

60o luree box or hv mail.

rants!

Sample free.

The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass,
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Our remedy has
teat of 40 yeiira. Our
date from IMS
Ui the present time. Head
what these irraU'ful piii- ple lay. Brad Uxlay lor
our KRF. E booklet on
EPILKI'ST. Addrew,
Iml Iwittr C. SISnwkH. Wit.
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Plparatl( of tntriU
llelpn to oraiilcato dandruff.
For Raalorioc Color and

Beauty to Gray or Fadod Hair
Quo, and tl.ooat Imimma.
;'

How 8ht Loves Hsrl
Yes; Ermyutrude was born ou

He

April 2.

Late as usual!

She

The man who borrows trouble
anxious to pay back in your
own coin.

NEGLECT YOUR SCALP

d

IF

'I''(lrl4

.J 'frt,RTCQ

digeiUon,
Sick
friaailArlia.
nil Diatreu After Ealins,
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK.

e

the

o.

Make the Liver

HS

Sam

d.

nervous feelings and
periodic troubles. . I
was very weak and
run down and was
losing' hope of ever

half-sick-

nt

Lam-poun-

My back
r7y 1 achcuuntu 1 tnougnt
V it would break, 1 bad
pains all over me,

And

Lose Your Hair. Cutlcura
vents It Trial Free.

Pre-

Cutlcura Soap shampoos cleanse
and purify the scalp of dandruff while
the Ointment soothe and heals the
Irritated scalp skin.
Dandruff and
itching; are hair destroyers.
Oet acquainted with these supercreamy emollients for the skin and scalp.
Sample each free by mail with tlook
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XT
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
It takes a
when to say nothing.
quick-witte-

mun to know

Ufa Is never monotonous to tbt
woman who ran afford a cook.
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It
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It Am

Eye inflamed by oix
n.,., iiul aU4
ouro va c
vhm

quicklyrelieved by

Maria

V t35l teleaas.NoSm.irliD
Al
just Eye Comfort
4

Your DrogRis

s 50c per Bottle. Msrhat

ye

SlvtiaTubea2Sc.ForlslisllseEysFreaak
Druggists or Marios Ejt Desed;
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International Exposition, Greatest and Most Marvelous of
All Celebrations, Open; Completed In Every Detail on Feb. 20, 1915

Panama-Pacifi- c

Forty of the World's Great Nations ' Join With America In Celebrating the Opening of the
Panama Canal In a Conclave Unsurpassed In History.

International Exposition's Amusements
Novel and Wonderful

Big

Display of Nations via Panama
President Wilson Will Visit Panama-PacifiCup Race and Grand Prix Will Be Held In San Francisco.
c

WRIGHT.
and noel
parade. anl
tbe oriental
louiitrles, auto and yacht
rai'cs iinil athletic contents will be
n a settle of unexampled
mn
and grandeur at the I'nun-niKxpoHltlon.
l':n Hie International
The extensive participation of China,
Jui'iui, Shin and lmlo anil Cochin China, when taken In connection with
the pin in already made and with the
liilcrc-tiiioriental population of San
Krancisco. unsure such Bpectaclcs as
have never before been seen la the
I':is'ants of mltea In length
net off hj wonderful flonta and
pyrotechnics will wind through
(he street of 8an Francisco.
There will be held throughout the
By HAMILTON

WONDERFUL
11

I

a

mar-velnii-

erent

To Our Readers.

Canal-Vande- rbilt

Bait Lake tlnental railways. The Grand Canyon
concession la built upon so prodigious
a scale that visitors will view tbe
of fifty Maorlan singers will take part cnuvases from a standard gauge railway coach running on a standard
In the choral events. At an expenditure of ll.U.'VO.tHH) the Exposition has nance track. A huge working model
constructed a grent Auditorium In the of tbe Panama canal Is so extensive
civic center of San rrnnrlsro. which that visitors seated In comfortable thewill be used by the p.nt conventions ater chairs will be carried along the
and noun festival". Mr. nnd Mrs. route of the canal upon a movable
Douglas Crane will present their latest platform, and a dictaphone at the arm
tcrpslchoreau novelty, the "Kx position uf each chair will describe each scene
Tango:" Mr. Harry I.autler will Hlng as It comes Into view. A novel amusement feature will be provided by worktbe Exposition ballad.
tons
The amusement section of the Ex- ing submarine boats of sixty-livposition, the "Zone," correap Hiding to displacement, which will opersfe In an
the famous "Midway" at the World's nrtillclal lufonn. The Aeroscope. s
Columbian Exposition at Chicago, will htize inverted pendulum, operating like
carry ont the purpose of tbe Exposition a giant seesaw, with a great balancing
to give every feature a blgb educa- weight on tlie short end and a car for
passengers at the extremity of Its long- tional value.
thla

The famous

Mormon choir, the deep toned plaintive
slnjrcr of Hawaii and een a chorus

e

TKT.

1 7'i!
!

Every family in this country
are now subscribers to various
magazines
and newspapers.
The total amount of money paid
publications probafor these
bly amounts to several thousatid
dollars annually. It is money
well spent, ofcourse, because
we must have something for the
family to read.
But if you can save about
seventy-fivper cent of this
money and still have all the papers and magazines you want,
it is worth considering is it
not?
We have made arrangements
whereby we can save this community hundreds of dollars by
merely ordering their reading
matter through our office. Our
best offer ia a choice of any
three magazines, arranged in
thirty-fiv- e
clubs in combination
with our own paper for only a
$1.25 a year.
You will find this big offer
advertised on another page of
this paper. Look up the advertisement and read all about
Select
this remarkable offer.
the club you like best, and
Send Ui your order right
it. telephone it, or bring it
to us, and we will fix it up at
once so that you get your magae
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INTERNAGLASS DOME OF THE PALACE OF HORTICULTURE, PAHAMA-PACIFITIONAI. EXPOSITION, SAN FRANCISCO, 1915.
has a glass dome 1N5
l'::ii. of Horticulture, looking through the Court of 1'alius Tills beautiful-structurCrowning the dome Is a huge basket. The general style of the architecture
feet luii anil loli feet In diameter.
uiodlllcuilou. The extreme length of the palace is 072 feet and breadth
is the
ii'iicu renaissance, with Snrai-enl-

-

c

I

Vacant School Sections

RHEUMATIC
SUFFERER'S

The following is a list of the
vacant school sections in Curry
county on February 1st., 1915,
which are subject to lease for
gazing or agricultural purposes,
In some cases only parts of
sections are vacant. The vacant
area will be furnished upon request.
Blank applications or further
information in regard to the
rental price will be furnished upon request to the Commissioner
of Public Lards, Santa Fe. New
Mexico.
Sec.

Twp.

16

IN

3G

2N
2N
5N
5N

Rge.

32E
32E
34 E
32
33E
16
34E
2
ON
34E
2
35E
8N
2
A pplications for lease or purchase of school or institutional
land can be made out by A. E.

GIVEN QUICK RELIEF
Pain leaves almost
as if by magic when
you begin using
the famousold
remuily for Kheuraa-tisLumbago, Gout,'
Sciatica, Neuralgia
and kindred troubles.
It goes right to the
spot, stops the achea
and pains and makes
liio worth living. Get
a bottle ol
today. A booklet with
e.'Ch bottle gives full
1
AaftkhM
directions for use.
delay. Demand
Don't ac
cept anything else in
place ot it Any drag- gist can supply you. If you live too far
irom a drug store send One Dollar to
Swanaon Klicumatic Cure Co., Newark,
will ba
Ohio, and n l ille of
seut prt-- iii!.

Bs

!n't

No. 2. "Do your business
with a bank where your depos-

its are guaranteed

and where

you can get money any time
you want it. We have money
Bank of
li nd 1 iwytr at the News to loan NOW. -- State

Farwell,

'

M""iii'

WONDELFUL

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Erhard
and baby returned to CIo$ to
reside after an absence of several
months in St Louis and other
eastern cities. Mr. Erhard formerly conducted the Shoe Emporium, selling it out to the Cash
Shoe Store, but he says that
Clovia is good eno.igh for him
and is back to stay.

ia onvthino- - in thp Currer,
advertisement you do not un-- 1 Office.
Tf tViero

v

rr

II

V

t

derstand, drop into our office
sometime and let us explain all
about it It's the best clubbing
otter we have ever seen, and
we are anxious to have every
reader take advantage of it.
The Clovis News and any
Club of 3 magazines for a year
for only $1.25.

?

You and Your Wife
and Neighbor

;;i'll feet.

entire period of the f.x position, which
opens I'd' -- ', ID 15. u series of great
events, in hiding sports and athletic
?ontests ot many kinds conducted upon
scale cf urent magnitude.
Cup
auilei bilt Automobile
The
Ituee ami Hie Graud Trli, the two supreme events of tbe automobile year,
will be he.d upon a four mile course,
embracing a circuit of the Expoaltlon
palaces, a spectacular background far
excelling iii beauty and grandeur any
which me lent Itome beheld during its
historic chariot races. The Vander-til- t
Cni Kacu will take place on Feb.
22 ami the Grand I'rlx ou Feb. 27.
I!il5
Great motorboats of the deep
sea cruise i type will race for a $Hi,nt)
prize from New York through the Panama canal to the Golden Gate. A series of international yacht races in
the twent one meter class will be
President
belli in an Francisco bay.
W irow Wilson, Emperor William of
Germany and King George of England
trophies in these
li offered
have
ecnis Swimming, water polo, tly
football, baseball
noelng.
easting.
ii id i"Lj distance foot racing are In
cluil.d in a series of more than 'JiM difPresident
ferent l.in.ls of contests
Wil
himself will attend the Expo
nilion. and ; Is probable the members
of en lure-- . will attend In an especial
ly chartered steamer.
(If international Interest will be the
greatest live stock show In the world's
will be
More than $."M'.IHM)
hlsti'i.v.
awarded in prizes In u continuous live
Hare and valuable
Mo k exl.il. it
breeds of all kinds of live stock from
distant countries of tbe globe will be
of the famous
shown
Chllllnghaui wild white cattle will be
exhibited 'or the first time. With tbe
exception of two specimens at the Ixn-do- n
j.'H).
this breed baa never been
shown outside of C'bllllngbain park,
England. These cattle are pure white,
with black noses, black tips to tbe ears
and black boms. An International
beep sheurlng conteat will fee one of
tbe unique exhibitions.
For the musical eventa there baa
been built by tbe Exposition tbe magnificent Festival Palace upon tbe
(rounds. This is equipped with a won.
derful pipe organ, upon which Mr. Edworld famous organist,
win
among other celebrities, will give a aeries of re. iials. The International Eisteddfod will at 8an Francisco com"i.(HK) In cash prises.
More
pete
tban 2U.tio singers will participate In

Imagine, for the purposes of Illustration, .the Interest, action and novelty
of ten great circuses like Itanium &
Bailey's combined into a single "greatest show on earth" and presented at
ten times tbe cost of the single production and an idea is gained of the
originality of this section. A total of
more than eleven millions of dollars
has been expended In Its establishment
Tbe concessions, as these less serious
features of the Exposition are known.
Include a grent open air panoramic
reproduction of the Yellowtone National park and a similar representation of the Grand Ciriyon of Arlaona.
presented by two of the trnnscon-

-

er arm. will raise sightseers more tban
feet ahove San Francisco bay,
affording an unsurpassed view of tbe
Exposition City and tbe Golden Gate.
Apart from the amusements, conventions and congresses, the vast pageants,
the superb pavilions of the natlona and
the magnificent state buildings, the Ex.
position Itself la a sight well worth
seeing. Tbe giant exhibit palaces, the
loftiest and most Imposing exposition
buildings ever constructed, are In tbelr
architecture representative of tba finest
work of a commission of famous American architects, who freely collaborated
with distinguished members of tbls profession abroad.
:C1

--

The Curry County
Mutual Benefit
Association
A most excellent opportunity to make provision for
your family and loved ones at your death, with very
little cost while you live.

'

f"

and his wife and every other man and woman in this
county, between the ages of 15 and 50, who can pass
the medical examination, are cordially invited to join

Plain, Honest Protection Without the "Frills"
When your neighbor or any other member dies, the Association pays his
widow, orphans or beneficiary $1.00 for every member in good standing.
Then when you die, your family and loved ones are provided for in the same
manner 1.000 members $1,000.00 insurance." You get what you pay for.
no assessments. No Officers or StockPay $1.00 for each death; no
kept
money
in the county.
All
the
holders to enrich.
dt-ath-s

Join While There's an Opportunity. Limited to 1,000 Members.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

VAST TRIUMPHAL ARCH AT THE WORLD'S GREATEST EXPOSITION, THE PANAMA-PACIFIINTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION,
SAN FRANCISCO, 1815.
Arch of the Betting Bun In tbe west entrance to tba Court of tba Universe at the Panama-Pacifi- c
International Exposition. Surmounting tba arch
la a group of statuary representing "Tbe Nations of the West" In the middle
of the group la an emigrant wagon drawn by oxeu. Hiding In thla la tba
figure of a woman, "Tbe Mother of Tomorrow," and by ber aide are two chilOther tlgurea represent an American Indren, "Tbe Hopes of Tomorrow.'
dian, a Mexican, an Alaskan and other American types.
C

A. L. DILLON
A. W. SKARDA
W. B. CRAMER
C E. JUSTUS
R. L, PRYOR
C C. BAKER
L. C MORGAN
Address the Secretary, C. C. BAKER, at Clovis, New Mexico, for Blank
Application, or see any of the following solicitors:
R. L. PRYOR
R. B. STANTON

W. HUNTER
H. G. McMANUS

J- -

"Of the People, by the People and for the People"

?

THE CLOVIS NEWS

Simple Sanitary System

For the Farm Home
By R. W. TRULLINOER.

SIMPLE sanitary system
for the farm has four
dlatlnct
features.
It
provides for:
(1)
A
pure
water supply.
(2) Pumping, itorage
and distribution of water supply. (3) A durable and simple plumbing system. ' (4) A safe
'disposal for farm sewage.
A pure water supply la one of the
most Important factors In farm life
today, as typhoid fever, dysentery and
other disorders may be carried by Impure waters.
Farm water supplies
re very subject to pollution. Of 79
typical water supplies In Minnesota,
Investigations showed that 20 were
good and 69 polluted. Twenty-livof
those polluted were bad only because
of poor surface protection, and could
easily have been made safe. Practically all the surface supplies were
polluted. During these Investigations
28 of the farms examined showed a
record of typhoid fever.
Surface water supplies should not
be used for household purposes, or
for washing milk cans. They should
not even be used for laundry purposes
unless no other water supply Is available. Ruin water from the roof Is
often polluted by dust, leaves and the
droppings from birds.
Any person
who drinks water from surface supplies endanger his health If such supplies are not adequately protected and
then purified.
Whore underground
waters are
hard to obtain, cisterns nmy be used
where the store of rain water and
surface supplies will be filtered and
partially purlllcd.
The cistern should be of watertight construction, to prevent leakage
and to prevent pollution from the
neighboring soil. It should have an
overflow drain and a tight cover.
There should also bo suitable provision for straining or Altering the
water previous to Its entrance to the
clBtern.
Farm wells are often polluted from
local sources. They are often located
for convenience near the barn or
stable, or closo to the back door, out

kl

e

i

Ship

drains for farm buildings and stock
pens. Under the same conditions concrete manure pits might well be provided not only to' prevent the liquid
manure from polluting the neighbor
Ing soil but to save the manure. No
garbage, manure or rubbish should
be dumped into sinks or basins In tbe
Immediate neighborhood, and these
should be fenced off and kept free
from polluting matter.
The house should be provided with
some safe method of sewage disposal,
while slops and garbage from the
kitchen should be deposited in tightly
covered garbuge cans and disposed of
by burying In the fields, burning, or
feeding to pigs. Tbe use of privy
vaults and leaching or overflowing
cesspools should be absolutely avoid
ed, since they are likely to be sources

quired fpr house service nly, bat in
case water Is wanted for stock also
the use of a windmill, engine, electrlo
motor, or hydraulic ram Is necessary.
If a windmill Is used tbe storage
should be large enough for at least
three days' supply, to provide water
In case of calm weather.
Where the
other sources of power are used the
storage capacity need not exceed one
day's supply.
The plumbing system for the average farm home should be simple and
Its material and construction should
be durable.
Water pipes should be
arranged so as to carry the water in
as nearly a straight line as possible
to the point of discharge. The use of
receptacles for
load pipe or
drinking water should be avoided In
small private systems.
The sewer plumbing serves as
drain for tbe water plumbing. The
drainage system should be so constructed as to carry away completely
everything emptied Into It, and It
vented, freshould be constantly
quently and thoroughly flushed, and
have each of Its openings into the
All drains,
house securely guarded.
soil pipe, and waste pipe should be
water-tigh- t
All plumband
ing should be tested by filling with
water or smoke to detect leaks.
An excellent process of sewage dis
posal Is partly mechanical and partly
bacterial, consisting of a preliminary
septio tank treatment and of final
treatment by application to a natural
soil by surface or subsurface distribution, or to a specially prepared filter.
The septic tank, although
should b
and supposedly water-tighlocated as far from the house and tht
well or spring as convenience and
local surroundings will permit, thus
reducing the danger of pollution oi
nuisance In case of leakage or Improper operation of the system.
Contrary to tho usual opinion, small
sewage systems require some watch'
ing and care. It Is well to study tht
system and watch the action In the
entire plant for any signs of clogging
.
or
If the sewage H
applied continuously to the final disposal system and In auch quantities
thnt the system Is kept saturated, the
filter or disposal area becomes water
logged and "sewage sick" and ceases
to be effective. A grease trap Is described which acts as a separator of
grease and sewage from the kitchen
sink or dairy room. If grease Is allowed to enter the sewer it accumU'
lutes and eventually clogs tbe system.
The above features are described In
nulletln No. 67 of United Slates agrl
lead-line-

alr-tlg-

air-tig-

t,

Jl
r It"i

Principle

of Operation of an
Pump.

water-logging-

The
tho worst contamination.
farmer should become acquainted
with the various types of wells and
the best methods of protection, and
the well should be so protected as to
exclude filth from those sources of
contamination which it has boen Impossible to remove or which have
been overlooked.
In the selection, location and sinking of a well it Is always a good Idea
to consider permanence In addition to
sufety. The well should penetrate to

of

IMtrmmc--

gigs

'

ffr AuropvetMTcPtMfi
Application of Autopneumatic
of which household slops are thrown.
The soil surrounding the well becomes
saturated with organic filth and
the surface water percolating
through It to carry its load of contamination Into the well.
The curbing or covering Is often
loosely constructed of boards, permitting small animals and vermin to fall
Into the well; and surfnee water car
rylng filth and manure, especially
after rains, runs Into the well from
the top.
Hoth deep nnd shallow wells are
subject to contamination. Of 177 deep
and 411 shallow farm wells examined
In Indiana. 118 of the deep well waters were of good quality, 46 were bad.
and 16 were doubtful; 169 of the
shallow well waters were good, 209
were very bad, and 43 were doubtful.
The safely of water supplies when
near sources of possible surface pollution often depends largely on tbe
character and quality of the material
in which the well Is sunk.
The farm well, especially a shallow
dug well, should be located somewat
above the barnyards, and stock pens,
st least In such a position that the
surface drainage from all possible
is away
sources of contamination
from the well.
ir lnrnl conditions and prices will
permit, It is a good Idea to provide
Impervious floors with water-tigh- t

WAR'S EFFECT

ON

ALL ARTS

Inevitably Bad In the Extreme, Is the
Opinion Expressed by William
Dean Howells.

"War stops literature." says William
of
Dean Howells. "it Is an upheaval
civilization, a return to barbarism; It
means death to all arts Even the
preparation for war stops literature.
Mr." Howell's opinion Is probably
and
shared by a good many observers Matny more Hrander
b a sood

System

PUMP

to a Farm Home.

iikli co.misti
cultural department,
levels below that of tho
of 46 pages and contains 38 tigurel
surface In tho driest seasons.
Unpolluted springs are as a rule and diagrnma with a number of table.
good sources of water supply, since
Miss the Absent One.
the water usually comes from great
It has been noticed that since ths
depths within the rock or la filtered
through many layers of sand and war broke out the number of charge
gravel. However, springs are subject of defamation and violence lodged by
to pollution from the same sources tenants against their concierges and
as wells and should be closely vice versa, has enormously increased.
watched in this respect Farm spring The Crl de Paris suggests a pleasant
It Is tbat
supplies are often polluted by the and plausible explanation.
drainage from buildings and atock numbers of wives who had been acSpring water supplies from customed lo have dally "words" with
pens.
husbands now And
llmeBtone are also subject to pollution their
from distant garbage and sewage this occupation gone. So, jUBt to keep
Tbe same pre- an edge to their tongues, they sharpen
dumps In sinkholes.
But concautions should be taken for safe- them on their concierges.
guarding spring supplies as In tbe cierges are by no means of so meek
case of wells, and In addition tne a race as husbands, and the petulant
spring should always be fenced to fair ones receive as good as they give,
keep out the stock. Spring supplies and very often a legal summons at
should be frequently examined fur well. Paris Letter to the London
pollution of any kind, and the water
should be boiled before drinking, It
New York's Monster Cheats.
possible, although this Is not absoTo make the monster cheese thai
lutely necessary In all cases.
After a pure water supply has been New York atate will exhibit at tb a
took
exposition
made available for the farm home, the Panama-Pacifi25
quantity of water needed must be whole day'a supply of milk for
In alU
considered. A suitable pumping equip- cheese factories 106,000 pounds
In
ment must be chosen and then a satis- The cheese Is more than bIx feet
factory means for distributing and diameter, nearly five feet high and
weighs between Ave and six tons. Tbs
storing the water must be provided.
systems are appli- mound In which It was made wa built
cable where small quantities are re-- up of galvanised Iron hoop.
ground-wate- r

c

Hand-operate-

thews among them It Is entirely rejected.
The fact remains, however,
that we have bad five months of tbe
most appalling war that tbe world has
over known, and In thnt length of time
no literary product that will survive
beyond lis llttlo hour. This may prove
Mr. Howells right., or It may prove
merely that we have not yet had
enough war to produce the stimulating
effect that others ascribe to It If the
latter Is the case, literature must be
In the doldrums, Indeed, and it would
prove Interesting to know how much

.. ihn

who Relieve In war' revivi
fying tonic think Is required to produce a mssterplece In letters, or paintSomeone,
ing or drama or music.
surely, ought to be able to figure It
out to tell us, in round numbers, how
mucU blood must be spilled, how many
battles must be fought, how many
lands made desolate, how many thousands of men maimed and killed and
bowed low with
how many heart
grlc; before art Is purged clean and
genius Is stimulated to respond to
war s inspiration. Indianapolis New,

WREIS"

TRACTS CLEARED OF MALARIA

FOR

SLUGGISH BOWELS
headache, sour stomach,
biliousness or constipation
by morning.

No sick

box now.

Get a

Turn the rascals out the headache,

biliousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
and keep them out wun
out
Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset

Mr. Andor Ktaa. No. Ill
Clinton Place, Kansas City,

Gratifying Progress Has Been Made
by Those Interested in conquering the Disease.

thank you enough for being cured.
For seven long years I doctored
steadily for my catarrh and cough,

Malaria, to which children are sus
ceptible, has been made largely a pre
ventable disease by a study oi me
mosquito carrier, Its breeding places
and natural history, and by inoculation experiments on animals and man.
It was proved by Italian observers
that the mosquito disseminates bird
malaria In the same manner as In the
human subject
The final upshot of those investiga
tions has been that large tracts of
hitherto waste and dangerous land
have been rendered safe and productive. A widespread cause of debilitat
ing sickness, and even of death, has
thus beeiuremoved.
In such arena the saddest sight has
been the stunted, anemia children,
with enlurged livers and spleens, the
evidences of chronic malnrlul poisoning, that can now be obviated by putting modern knowledge Into effect.

which cost me hundreds of dollars. But my catarrh gnw worse
all the time. Even though I was
under the treatment of some of
K
mtat hmmil ilnetora. I ettll
had a terrible eough and. tnougnt
sometimes that 1 wouia cnoi.
1 then
I .AiiM rmt na air.
bought a bottl of reruns, and
that evening and all nigm ray
wife gave it to me accoraing
anil I felt bet'
ii Ik, .llfr-tlrnter the following day already.
I
days
later felt mucn imThree
proved, and today, after the us
of the fourth bottle, I feel entirely cured. I can conscien
tiously recommend this grand
medicine to every cltlien."
a

BROUGHT

ALL

INTO

Tablet.

A Good Cough

rvm't nut in another day or distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove tho sour, fermenting rooa,
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison in tue
bowels. Then you will feel great.
'The way of the transgressor Is
straightens you
A Cascaret
while
bard,"
but it seems to be nioBlly down
work
They
morning.
by
out
box rrora hill. Pittsburgh Sun.
you sleep. A
any drug store means a clear head,
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months,
love Cascarets because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.

There are people who object
to taking fluid medicines. For
such people the Peruna Tablets
are especially valuable. They
are convenient to carry In the
pocket

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

ill

COURT

Indictments Too Hastily Issued Caused
8ome Commotion When interested Ones Appeared.
The Green Baa reports the recent ef
fort of Judge Wallace of the Kansas
City criminal court to enforce rigidly
tho Runilnv blue laws. He had or
dered the Indictment and arrest of all
keepers of shops, stores and parks, as
well as all actors and other perrorm
era. One of the places of amusement
was a hippodrome of wild animals
nd In Its zeal the Brand lurv had In
dieted a number of actors at this place
on Information furnished by witnesses
employed there. Warrants were Issued
and the marshal was directed to bring
the Indicted ones before the bar.
"Call Mary Garden." said the Judgo
"Mary Garden!" yelled the deputy
marshal.
There was an appreciable delay, and
then suddenly the door opened and
Into the crowded court room came two
men dragging, at the end of powerful
chains, an nnerv lioness, who ex
pressed her disapproval of the situa
tion bv emltt nc a deafening roar.
When the stampede was stopped and
order restored the overenthusiastlo
Judge found that he bad caused the
Indictment of some hundred or more
animals, Including Hons, tigers, leopards, hyenas, dogs, cats and pigs, all
of which were at the court house
entrance creating such a disturbance
that the whole neighborhood had gone
Into a atate or siege. New xora sun
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Freshness.

For Infants and Children.
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Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
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Always
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For Over
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NEW VORK

Beautiful Recipe Book For Every
Woman.
We have boen asked by tlin Calumet
Baking Powder Company of Clilcugo to
announce through the columns of tills
publication that they have Just gotten up
one of the best Hcclpo Books ever
Ii) pagu of which are beuutltully
illusirated, allowing In the colors a lot of
duimy ulxht-- and gooil thing to eut that
run lie prepared with Calumet Bukliitf
Powder.
In uddltlnn to this there are 252 valu
able recpcs and numerous lioiisi nold lilnls

tici- prepared by tlio most noted Duim-miirucncrif unii vntiKinx experts.
We knnw vnu will tlml tliia n verv vnlu
nble book, us you will have use for It
ulinnHt every any.
All you have to do to get one Is to take
the slip that you llnd In a pound can of
i.uiuiiif'i oiimiiK I utvuf-r- . ml ill yitur mime
and address according to tho Instructions
mi me sup iiiiu iiiuii 11 in ine iuiiiiuui
linking Powder Company, Chicago. III.
If you are not already iisluK Calumet
finking Powder, we would m.'net thnt
you try It todny. You will find It whole
some and economical to use.
Yon will nnd It a Bilking Powder of un
bonk one of.
and the recipe
Usual merit
.
I . . i . I l.Mn.
.v..
inn'it. ui
inn muni Iiirnuniui 'iii.i
you
ever
possessed.
kind
have
this
that
. ....
AUI.

19.
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Catarrhal Fever
1nM nflMI rum.

I"in,,

hl'OIIVH guaranteed to cams ease.
r roll.
ninrn. Imri,,'
n of iiriiislns, naninu daalaia or dlraot
Hi. lii-i- !!.
bl'011 N '8 ! llio limit uruventlToof all fnrtiMof (lutein par.
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Hl'OIIN MKIIK'ALCO.,
Cliemlata and UueUirlolui: leu, timhun, Ind, C. a. A

The Instance.
"Old you take purtlcular cognizance
In that saloon?"
"No, sir; I took a drink."

Tip Topic.
I suppose you've
had to put up with "Tlpporary" evir
since the war started?
The Walter (his labor unrewarded)
Yes, lr, and tip a rarity. lxncion

Tbe Gourmand

The paving of streets with woodea
blocks originated In Russia.

Tatler.
Mayor tells policemen to club the
right man, but who's going to admit
he's the right man?

Beauty

The devil doesn't care how often a
man goes to church on Sunday, If he
can use him the rest of the week.

It is vitally ne-

U

Only Skin

Dtef

Patience What do you think?
cessary therePractice 1 can't Imagine.
fore, that you
"I wrote my name on an egg one of
tako good can
our hena laid before we sent it to Stubborn Throst troubles sre eamlir re
of your akin.
market, and I got a proposal of mar lieved by Ilean s Slemnoiaieu
iiou..
They act like magic 6o at all Druggieta.
rlage from the man who got It"
"QueBS the man must have been
Three youths who stole B0 autos In
fresher than the egg."
three years exceeded the "speed limit." il used regularly wilt beautify and
The bashful lover Is just as liable
preserve your complexion and help
All men may be born equal, but they you retain the bloom of early youth
to make a domineering husband as
get over It before they die.
the fresh guy.
for many years. Try it for 30
days. If not more) than satisfied
bard-ea- t
Is
tbe
sense
horse
with
man
A
not
need
fear
his
meets
bills
Who
you get your money back. 50a
to drive.
to meet collectors. Albany Journal.
druggists or mailed direct.

ZONA POMADE

One touch of spring fever would be
a welcome relief.

at
Zona Company, Wichita, Kan.

Get In the push and you won't need
pull.
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YOU CAN SAVE MONEY DY
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WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES

la Donrlaa ahoee am made of tho boat domealle and lmport4
tealhera, on ilio lalnt moilela, carefully oonatrurteil hf- the nine
lul anil nallera luaHera id mie roonirv. slioes for style
muii
of equal prlrea, can coin,. la with W. U Doug-laworkmanship ami quality. A comfortable, oaay walking
sboos tney are uuenrpaaeeu.
The M.N. a.1.110 anil 14.00 shoes wltl gtn as ooit eerrlee a
i
aa ol her makra coftlna S4.00 lo a.oo. The .!W.a.uianu
i
.1.611 ehre enmpara favorably with other tuukee coating
;,e.
you lira there are many mn
to s.oo,
o4 woman wearing w.l.loiiKlas ahoee. Coneuittnam
and they will ten yoiltnaa w.1i.jsoub;umi anooavauuua
bo esoeUed (or the prloa.
If yoa eonld el-- It the Jf. 1m TtonglM factory at
llrocklon, N1U.I muu m wiwrimMnj in- leathern nHl,
are mail, anil tho high gmlm
yon would then unilomtanil why tbay look and
lit betti-r- . bold their nana and wear longer
tbaa other makas for the prloa.
It your dealer cannot supply yon, writ for Illus
trated Catalog showing now to order oy mail.
WX.Douglaa.210 Spark 8t.,nrockUn,Maa.

lor

ANU rKICM flamiMtl
vo
thus
Doiion. rut
ia price paia iqt mem. f or
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New Hats, New Styles New Dresses, Waists,
Coats, and Suits
New Trimmings

You want to be sure and see our
new Easter gowns. In workmanship
and beauty of design, they are unsurpassed.
A new shipment of ladies' waists
were received this week.
We have some skirts that you
will want at the first glance.
We also carry a swell line of
children's dresses which are certain
to please.

We are receiving shipments of
new spring and summer hats each
week. Our new Easter selections
are especially attractive. The models this year surpass in beauty and
durability anything created in fashion centers for some time.
Keep up with the new styles
which you will always find here.
Our goods are alwaws first class
and the prices reasonable.

MRS.

1.

B. L. OSBORNE MRS. E.C.GR1SAM0RE
"THE HOME OF LADIES' TOGGERY"

WIS

OXANINGS from
Harvest
cal Dmjgs
W. I). Iieid.
in

of Portales,
the city Wednesday,

was

and family of Ho
bar;, Oklahoma, have located
Mr. Cheek

in Clovis.
Mr.

Wells, who lives near
a Clovis visitor

lexico was
Saturday.

W. (J. Mahn, of near Texico,
was in the city after a load of
furniture Saturday.

See Whitings new ad in this
weeks issue. Whitings will have
an aJ each week hereafter.
of Dallas, is visiting S. T. Lawrence on his farm
northeast of Clovis.
Mr. Sears,

P. J)oose. of Texico, was in
Clovis on business Wednesday.
I.

Mr. Litchfield, of Melrose, is
in the city visiting his daughter,
Miss Mae Litchfield.
S. T.

Lawrence, who recently
tiurchascd the Anderson section
of land, was in town Wednesday.
Judge W. A. Havener was in
Koswell ;md Santa Fe the first
of the week, transacting legal
business.
Mr.

Cnmber, a young man
from the Kast is here visiting
his father who is foreman at

the Santa

Ke

blacksmith shop.

Jordan and wife, of Portales stopped off Wednesday and
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cash
Kamey, while en route to
Texas.
Mathias E. Weis. H. T.
r
and J. M. Varner were
in from their farms in the
country Saturday.
Mr.
Arnspiger bought the automobile from Dr. Dickman.
1'. K.

Pa-duca- h,

Arns-pige-

Mers-feld-

er

Miss Ruby Smith has accepted
Mrs. E. Tucker returned the
a position in the dry goods de- early part of th? vve?k from a
partment of Mandells store.
short stay in Amarillo.
T. L. Spears has accepted a
Dr. D. L. Connell recently
performed operations on Mrr. position as "news butch" with
Lambert and Mrs. Wilson. Both the Santa Fa.
operations were entirely successMiss Donohor), of Ricardo,
ful.
was a guest of the Misses Tate
Since M. E. Howard has been from Saturday until Tuesday
on the water wagon, the streets when she returned home.
have been well sprinkled and
Mr. Woodward,
of Davis,
kept as free as possible from Texas, has purchased a farm
dust.
ear Clovis and will reside here
The Christian Church is pre- permanently. Mrs. Woodward
paring a special Easter service was formerly Miss Jennie Adair
Sunday morning.
Some of Clovis.
good singing and music is a part
Alderman J. A. Nichols has a
of the program.
new Ford car. Now it will be
say that
Former County Clerk A. L just like someone to
got
grafting
in the
it
"Nick"
Wednesday
from
Await returned
council,
of
as
a
when
matter
western Colorado where he has
sell enough shoes
to
he
had
fact,
been traveling for several weeks.
to pay the hard earned cash for
He reports everything very quiet
it.
in that neck of the woods.
The new show building built
John E. Whitmore and Dr. by the Haidwicks is completed
Doty and their families, of
and wjll soon be ready for busicame over in their car ness.
As yet they have not
and were the guests of Rev. adopted a name for the new
Tuesday. amusement house and solicit
Reece and family
They returned Wednesday.'
suggestions from those who
Conrad Zwissler and daughter would name it.
Miss Clara were in Clovis on
Mr. and Mrs. Land, of Fort
business Tuesday. They have a Sumner, were in the city Wedwell improved farm and store at nesday in Company with Mr.
the cross roads several miles and Mrs. Tom Reagan, who have
south of town.
a ranch near Texico. Mr. Land
has been in Farwell for several
The ladies home mission of the days on live stock business.
Methodist church entertained
M. E. Hickey, of Albuquerque,
the church stewards and Sunday
School teachers and their fami- deputy grand exaulted ruler of
lies at the home of Mr. and Mrs. the Elks, waa in the city WedW. I. Luikart, Tuesday evening. nesday making the Clovis lodge
There were about 65 present and an official visit. The lodge gave
a luncheon and smoker in his
all spent a most enjoyable
honor Wednesdey night.
.

for

.

I

LESSONS FROM
Home Mission Ladies
Prove Selves Entertainers.
SAUL'S FAILURES
The ladies of the Home Mis
their
sion Society entertained
I Sum n I r,
husbands and the oilicers of the Ob.di.nc. Without
church Wednesday evening at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
I. Luikart on N. Axtell St. The
house was beautifully decorated for the occasion in pink and
white.
The following program was
rendered:
Piano Solo, and encore Miss
Vivian Denny.
Song "Silver Threads Among
the Oold" and a Scottish balad.
-- Mrs. K. C. Childers.
s
Readings - Miss Jewell
and Mrs. W. G. Nutter.
Bay-les-

Vocal Solo Miss Hancock.
Piano Solo -- Little Miss Luise

Luikart.
usic.
Victrola
A delicious two course lunpressed
of
cheon consisting
perfection
sandwiches,
chicken
icesalad, coffee, chocolate,
cream, white and dark cake.
There were 55 guests present.
VI

l.ii . SI.
Spirit Caua.d
8aul's Difficulty
Tha Kingdom,
Tok.n From Saul't Family, Given to
David, "a Man Aft.r God'a Own
Hoart" Saul Profit.d Partially by
Hit Miatakaa and Waa Blaaaod Accordingly Laisona For Everybody.

'Lvl ui put O'l

H

It

'h uimoi nf Ifjhl,"

Hum. IJ.Ii.

whirl) nccoiupllsli.sl
victory of mil- lust Sillily
dishiiudcd; mill
KIiim
Siml
hail ii
.
standing aruiy of three thousand
l
Uuilliiiusnllil of those were

Clll:

iii'ln.v

-

hiihi-im-litl.-

int-ii-

-

leiirmsl iuiplleit ohedlenee to Dud; and
yet our next Icksoii hIiows Hint ho
again fulled nlong Hie same lines. Ii
reipih'os iiiiiny experiences In leueh
iiilili' of its complete reliance on 'he
Lord mill full ohedlciice to Ills every
rpijitlreiueiit. I'ei'h.-tpHie I.onl wish
cil in t i'ii .
ih.it iiny klic silling upon
the typical 'I'ln'one of Hie Lord must
he impllcl ly ohedlciil, not merely lo
I In
letter of Hie I 'I vine eotiimunil, hut
klngM Ui a
In its spl'll; for
i'ilisideruli!i' elenl foreshadowiHl Hie
Messlniilc Kliu.'iloi'i. Those who will
he .Mcsslnli's Jolnl-hi'ir- s
iinil not only
he mil win :ly oh"illenl. hul liiwnrdly
ohedleiit to Hie spirit of foil's Law.
Only Priejta Miflht Sacrifice.
Klin; Snnl's s.iei ili.-of Inn nt offer-lln-'- s
to the I or I was con leinncd s n
sin, liei'.'iuse I hn In,, innilc a specllle
law lo Hie cITci I Unit only prlesls

l
sacritlee.
The pile-illll'lhe
lyplcally i.'pi'eelileil Hie Chun h fully
uiiili-Saul's directions. collM'i'I'.lteil In (oid and Itecepled ll
II HI
These Hi" Apostle styles Hip
Apparently I be in of Israel was com
kluu--s
plotely ilomliiuti'il li.v the riiillstiui'H. antitypes, not only of
hut also of Israel's priests. SI I'etel
wlni hero n nil there liinl garrisons.
The Israelites wore poorly armed; says of the I'liiircli lu geucial, mid not
fur the Philistine
would nut permit of the clergy In particular. "Ye are n
I bein
lu have weapon of war, lest Itoyul I'rlcHil d." I l'eler L':!t.
All (joil's consecrated
people me
they mIiiiiiIiI rebel. Similarly, the Hill
kings anil saerlllclii'
prevent liMinllloii iif war from go prospective
prlesls
1'nlcfe these saintly I'lnls
lug to I lull ii . When
thins siicrillce their present lives, they
therefore Joniilliiin
will mil gel
the
wiped nut ii gnrrl
great reward of
sou of I'lliliHl illl'H.
(
Joint heirship with
It nicaut win-- . Tin1
t'hrlsl. Hie Chief
llclnons trembled
I'rlcst of their proat what might be
fession. ,s we read.
Hie result. Just us
"If we suffer with
till- - people or I in l;l
lilm. we shall also
would trpiuhlc ut
reign with lilm":
what the ItrlUsli
mid again, "I tic
nilghl ln In ii Mm
scwli you, liretb
ihir case.
hiuhttHrltfr uf
prenent
reii,
The Philistine In
your hmlli'n a livcreased I In lr iiriny of in npatlon; iiml
ing wtcrllloc." "
tin- - Israelites-iinariuis- l.
with
7 Ac
lit
Timothy 21J; Ilo
Implements, nr.
were
mans
leiTorlzod.
foul's army of throe thou
The lllhle rvcognles no illvlslon of
siiml dwindled
o sl
hiiiiilri'il: .mm tiod'H
people Into clergy nml hilly.
word reached Ii in from tin. I ' i.
This was a Kiiare of Hie Adversary, InSiiiniit'l to wiill seven days for Sum
ui'l's arrival, apparently wllli tin In troduced gradually it Hie llilrd and
fourth centuries. Tho lllhle leaching
- should
tctitlon 1liut Hie
Ihor
children on
nimbly fro) tliclr Impotence mill cry Is that all
(lod nre mcuihcrs of the antltyplcn
King Saul wnlli-i- l
iiiiln tin? I.onl.
seven tin yu. null thou, seeing how his Iloyal Priesthood, nil lirelliren, all nil
thorlzed lo
!od's Word
n liny win dwindling and Hint Samuel
Craving a S.cond Chanca.
hml not I'i'liiriii'il, on I In- seventh il:iy
Ially tho Chrlstlnn has repeated
offered Kiirrilli'i-- without niiHiiirily.
J list us ho linil Nutshcil Hie 8iirrlflrs, chances of repentance of nlu and or
the Prophet iippcarcd, reproved lilm making a fretdi alart through Iho mershnrply, nml tohl lilm Hint because or it of Christ. King Saul had no such
bin failure to obey fully, bin family experience; he had only the arrangeshould not lie continued an the Lord's ment common to nil Jews tho typical
rpproscnliitlvcs In Israel. The king Atonement Day, atoning for the naapologized, mid explained that be tion's sins for a wbolo year. Being
thought It necessary to do something blmself partly a type, King Saul wan
and did the only thing lie could think necessarily denlt with along lines of
of. Very few kings or generals of to- Btrlet Justice, and the kingdom declarday would do any nearer the Lord' ed forfeited by his futnlly becnuso of
will than did King Raul. Very few his offering it sacrifice not authorized.
would have apologized to the Prophet.
Our lesson proceeds to tell the story
If King Paul had hoen given further of how Jonathan and his
opportunities, lio nilght gradually have blessed of the Lord, were victorious
over their enemies.
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Notice.
March. 25th., 1915.
Mr. George Roach, chairman,
Clovis, N. M.
1 am informed
that a meeting
of citizens held last night, of
which you were chairman. 1 was
nominated for the position of
School Trustee. 1 regret to say
that on account of private business it will be quite impossible
for me to Serve in this capacity.
Thanking you and the meeting

for the honor.
I am yours truly,
W. A. Havener.
The body o f Herman
who died about eight
or nine years ago and was buried
at the old place north of Clovis,
has bren removed to Tucumcari
for reburial. C. V. Steed had
charge of the arrangements for
the removal.
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